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As the connection between lamina and stem, petioles are essential for plant survival. Petioles serve two
major functions in service to the leaf blade. First, they hold the leaf blade away from the stem to reduce
self-shading and optimize light interception, a mechanical function. Second, petioles serve as the bridge
between the stem and lamina allowing water to move up the plant body and photo-assimilates to move
down to the plant body from the leaf blade, a physiological function. While mechanics and physiology
have been studied independently, the petiole could be a space-limited structure leading to tradeoffs
between the two main petiole functions. My goal was to investigate the interactions between the
mechanical and physiological functions of the petiole to determine whether they trade off. To investigate
petiole interactions, I first conducted an allometric analysis of Pelargonium petiole anatomy in 11
greenhouse-grown species, all of which were evergreen shrubs. From the anatomical relationships
observed, I determine that mechanics and physiology are unlikely to tradeoff because the relationship
between the supporting tissues (fibers) and conducting tissues (xylem and phloem) is positive. Next, I
investigated the mechanical system of 8 species of Pelargonium from two field sites in South Africa
specifically with regard to shape and stiffness change along the petiole length. I found that the change in
shape for species is highly variable, but that the patterns in shape change are different for geophytes than
shrubs. I conclude that the differences in stiffness from shape between growth forms are likely due to the
different habits of geophytes and shrubs. Finally, I investigated the interaction of physiology and
mechanics by measuring traits representative of physiology and mechanics on the same leaves for six
species of greenhouse-grown Pelargonium shrubs. Using a piecewise structural equation model for
lamina traits predicting physiological and mechanical traits, I show that the physiological and mechanical
functions of Pelargonium petioles do not trade off, but are linked by lamina area. I conclude that lamina
area is an “organizing trait” that prevents a tradeoff between the vascular and mechanical tissues.
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INTRODUCTION
Leaves are essential for the survival of many plants. As the main location of
photosynthesis, leaves capture light, fix carbon from the carbon dioxide from in atmosphere
through the Calvin Cycle, and eventually convert it into sugar for use throughout the plant body.
The leaf is also the major site of evaporative water loss for the entire plant body, driving the
Cohesion-Tension mechanism that pulls water up the plant body from the roots. All of the
aforementioned functions primarily occur in the leaf blade (lamina), but leaf consists of three
different structures: the lamina, the petiole, and the leaf base. This dissertation focuses on the
petiole, a less studied leaf structure that could impose constraints of the function of the plant
because photosynthate must pass through it to reach the stem.
The petiole, or leaf stalk is a cylindrical elongate leaf structure that is essential for the
survival of many plants. Petioles serve the leaf blade by holding it away from the stem at an
angle that allows for light interception with minimal self-shading, and by conducting water and
photosynthate. Holding the lamina out is a mechanical function, while conducting water and
photosynthate is a physiological function. Although petioles have been studied in mechanical
and physiological contexts, previous research has only focused on either mechanics or
physiology, never both. This dissertation focuses on the anatomy (Chapter 2), mechanics
(Chapter 3) and physiology of petioles, eventually attempting to integrate them into a single
study (Chapter 4).
The overarching premise of this dissertation is carbon and space usage. Carbon in plants
is costly to obtain and thus its use in plants is limited to what is necessary for survival. As a
result, a large part of plant construction is based upon a carbon budget that utilizes the cheapest
possible construction (i.e. thin cell walls) to meet the mechanical and physiological needs of the
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plant body. Aside from using few carbon intensive cells within the cross section, another way to
reduce carbon usage is to limit cross-sectional area to meet what is necessary for survival.
Limited space can result in tradeoffs on the tissues that occupy the cross-section. Water
conduction efficiency, for example requires many wide vessels, and petiole stiffness can be
conferred by building more structural tissue. Both functions require space that may not be
available in a finite structure. Chapters 2 and 4 specifically address the potential for a tradeoff
between water conduction and mechanical function, while Chapter 3 addresses the possibility
that more structural tissue may not be necessary to confer petiole stiffness.
The anatomy of the petiole has been studied for taxonomic purposes, and is well
documented for many species, but the relationships between tissues within the petiole have never
been investigated. Chapter 2 focuses on the anatomical scaling relationships within the petiole
because they could provide theoretical evidence that the petiole imposes constraints on the plant
body. Water must move through the petiole to exit the leaf through the stomata, so tapering of
water conducting conduits (vessels) that does not conform to that predicted by metabolic scaling
models would suggest a constraint on the hydraulic system within the petiole with implications
for whole plant function due to limits on water conduction. Scaling between tissues within the
petiole cross section could indicate a tradeoff between the support tissue (sclerenchyma or
collenchyma in petioles) and vascular tissues. As a result, Chapter 2 provides a framework for
the further questions of tradeoffs that are addressed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 directly addresses the question of tradeoffs within the petiole, specifically
investigating the possibility of a tradeoff between space for structural tissues and space for
vascular tissue within the petiole cross-section that was first addressed in Chapter 2. To address
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this question as directly as possible, an integrated approach is used where both physiological and
mechanical measurements are made on the same leaves and integrated into a single model.
Chapter 3 investigates alternatives to adding more structural tissue or increasing in size to
make petioles stiff. Specifically, Chapter 3 investigates the role and utilization of shape in
conferring stiffness in different growth forms. Species that grow upright (shrubs and stemsucculents) have different mechanical requirements imposed on their petioles than those that
grow from an underground tuber (geophytes). Chapter 3 investigates shape change along the
length of the petiole and the impact on stiffness from shape change along the length of the
petiole.
The result of this dissertation is a more complete understanding of the potential for
constraints within the petiole and a more holistic understanding of the mechanical and
physiological petiole functions and their interaction.
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CHAPTER 1 – The Petiole: In Service to the Lamina
ABSTRACT
The petiole remains an understudied leaf structure despite its importance to the leaf.
Petioles extend the leaf away from the shoot to intercept light, and also must conduct
photosynthate and water between the lamina and shoot, essential functions for plant survival.
The support function of petioles is a mechanical one, and as a result, petioles have been studied
as examples of optimally designed beams, stiff enough to support the lamina for light
interception, but flexible enough to remain attached to the stem under extreme environmental
conditions. Little is understood about compromises in leaf physiology that might arise from the
mechanical requirements imposed on the petiole. Physiologically, the movement of water in
stems and lamina has been well studied, but largely ignored through the petiole where resistance
to water flow can be very high. We review the mechanical and physiological roles of the petiole
in order to highlight how little is known about petioles and their role in whole plant function.
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INTRODUCTION
The petiole, the leaf stalk that connects the stem and leaf lamina, serves two major functions.
Petioles extend the leaf, holding the lamina away from the stem, thereby reducing self-shading
and optimizing photosynthetic activity. Because environmental variables in the natural world are
always changing, petioles must be stiff enough to maintain leaf angles, but flexible enough to
bend and twist in the wind. Lamina folding can reduce the stresses from wind (Vogel, 1989), but
the petiole still must accommodate the majority of the mechanical load. At the same time,
petioles must maintain capacity to move sugars and water. Despite their importance to the plant,
we have little integrative understanding of how physiological and mechanical systems of petioles
interact or trade off against each other. Here, we review the anatomical, physiological and
mechanical properties of petioles with a focus on the vascular system and implications for leaf
function.
PETIOLE MORPHOLOGY AND ANATOMY
Petiole morphology – The petiole can be thought of as analgous to the stem in that it
creates space, extending the leaf blade out from the stem as an internode spaces leaves along a
shoot. Petioles also transport photosynthate and water (Troll, 1939). The transectional shapes of
petioles range from round and polysymmetrical to monosymmetrical in cross-section, especially
at the midpoint, where much of the systematic literature has focused (for a review, see Howard,
1979). Petiole shape can change along the petiole length, as referenced by studies that studied
sections from multiple points along the same petiole, and as noted by early plant morphologists
(Troll, 1939; Schofield, 1968; Howard, 1979).
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Petioles can have two distinct surfaces (bifacial) or the same around the entire crosssection (unifacial), and can change from bifacial to unifacial and vice versa along the petiole
length. Petioles are often bifacial at the proximal end (the petiole base), but can become unifacial
along their length through abaxial tissue expansion and adaxial meristematic activity, resulting in
a general rounding out of the transection (Troll, 1939). Troll (1939) suggested a correlation
between the transectional symmetry of the petiole at the base with the presence of a medial
stipule in unifacial petioles, specifically in petioles that are unifacial at the base. Petiole
transectional shape is also associated with the petiole insertion in the leaf blade. Unifacial
petioles have peltate insertion, while bifacial petioles (at the petiole apex) are associated with
leaves that are epeltate (Troll, 1939).
Some petioles become woody, persisting as spines after the lamina are shed (e.g.
Fouqueria sp., Pelargonium spinosum), or retain a long-lived lamina (e.g. Psammisia
ulbrichiana; Robinson, 1904; Van der Walt and Vorster, 1988; Bell, 2008). Torsion in the petiole
can cause laminas can be inverted, resulting in the abaxial side of the lamina functioning as the
top leaf surface, as in Psychotria limonensis (Gálvez and Pearcy, 2003) and the genus
Alstroemeria (Lyshede, 2002). Further petiole specialization allows for the inhabitation by
insects. For example, the base of petioles in the genus Piper fold longitudinally, develop food
cells on the inner surface of the formed cavity, and are specialized for inhabitation by ants (Tepe
et al., 2007). Petioles can be ornamented in various ways, with the most obvious being the wings
of Citrus petioles (Bell, 2008).
Petiole length is a highly plastic trait that appears to be influenced in part by light
availability. Petioles on a single plant axis can be shorter toward the apex, where there is ample
light and longer towards the base to prevent self-shading from the leaves higher in the canopy
6

and optimize light capture (Pearcy and Yang, 1998). In Populus, longer petioles are correlated
with more efficient light harvesting, but not with changes in lamina area (Niinemets et al., 2004),
so changes in petiole length are not necessarily a mechanical response. Populus has chordate or
deltoid leaves, a factor that likely contributed to the lack of a relationship between petiole length
and leaf area since most of the lamina area in chordate or deltoid leaves is in the base reducing
the effect of wind on the leaf blade. In other species, petiole length is less plastic and under more
strict genetic control, responding specifically to light availability (Tsukaya et al., 2002).
Petiole anatomy – Petiole anatomy has also been compared to that of the stem because
the ground parenchyma, sclerenchyma, and collenchyma of the petiole and stems are all similar
according to their cellular characteristics (Esau, 1965). The majority of studies of petiole
anatomy have focused on using petiole anatomy for construction of dichotomous keys used in
systematics, documenting petiole anatomy either at the petiole midpoint or at several points
along the length of the petiole. The petioles in some groups are useful in systematic classification
because the cross-sectional arrangement of tissues is similar for some groups at varying
taxonomic levels (Howard, 1979). The taxonomic level at which petiole anatomy is diagnostic
for systematics varies, however, as noted by Hare (1943), who concluded that there was little or
no phylogenetic signal from petiole anatomy.
Within the cross-section, the distribution and arrangement of vascular tissues varies
among species. Petioles of some species contain many small vascular bundles, whereas others
contain a larger single vascular bundle (Vesque, 1885; Acqua, 1888; Troll, 1939; Howard, 1979).
The arrangement of vascular bundles was classified by Hare (1943) as being arranged into one of
three general shapes: an open system where the bundle or bundles form an arc (U-shape), open to
either the adaxial or abaxial petiole surface, a closed system in which the bundles form a ring or
7

there is a single cylindrical bundle, and an I-shaped arrangement, which is neither open nor
closed. Within those types, Hare recognized that there could be additional separate bundles,
especially at the ends of the I and U-shaped arrangements (Hare, 1943). Typically, the phloem is
oriented toward the periphery of the petiole when it is arranged in an arc or a circle, and toward
the abaxial petiole surface when a single collateral bundle is present. In species with a central
vascular bundle, the bundle can be bicollateral, or collateral with the phloem oriented toward the
abaxial and xylem toward the adaxial side of the petiole (Esau, 1965), patterns recognized by
early investigations into petiole anatomical variation (Vesque, 1885; Acqua, 1888). Esau (1965)
noted that the vascular bundles within petioles were intermittently interconnected, and as a
result, transections at different levels reveal different patterns and numbers of bundles within the
same petiole.
The petiole vascular system is connected to that of the stem through the leaf traces which
occur at the leaf nodes though the traces can start below the actual node. Immediately above
where the vascular traces diverge toward the leaf, parenchyma differentiates where the vascular
tissue would continue up the shoot, forming a leaf gap (Esau, 1965). The numbers and
arrangements of leaf gaps and traces can vary; four are recognized in the dicotyledonous plants
The nodes within dicotyledonous plants can be two-trace unilacunar (two traces and one leaf
gap), one-trace unilacunar, trilacunar (three traces and three gaps, and multilacunar (many traces
and gaps; Esau, 1965). Unilacular nodes appear to be the ancestral condition from both
morphological and molecular data (Doyle and Endress, 2000).
The majority of broad anatomical studies of the petiole were reviewed by Howard (1979),
who included a dichotomous key for the identification of species by the number of leaf traces
and their arrangement. That review captures the majority of the descriptive literature with regard
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to petiole structure; here we highlight the major contributions to petiole anatomy in the next
section.
Grew (1675) appears to be the first person who became interested in petioles, specifically
describing patterns of the vascular traces within petioles. His work was followed by DeCandolle
(1866), who published a survey of petiole anatomy for 20 families. DeCandolle proposed two
types of petioles vascular arrangements: those in which the vascular bundles were arranged in an
arc and those of which that were arranged around the petiole in a ring or cylinder. He divided
vascular bundles into the medullary system (the vascular tissue at the center of the petiole) and
the accessory system. DeCandolle recognized that the medullary, or central bundles located at
the center of the petiole could be inverted in some species, but did not propose any physiological
significance to that anatomical anomaly. Several others followed in DeCandolle's work,
documenting and creating classification systems for the varying arrangements of vascular
bundles. Vesque (1885), Acqua (1888), Petit (1887), and Lignier (1887) introduced technical
terms for petiole structures, while working on their respective petiole classification systems.
Notably, Vesque (1885) was the first to describe the midpoint of the petiole as the most reliable
(i.e., the least variable within species) for comparative analyses, an idea later supported by
observations of the petiole vasculature by Masuda (1933).
Petit (1887), in describing the vascular anatomy of nearly 300 species, noticed that
petiole anatomy varied along the length of the petiole. He described the anatomical variation for
a small number of species, but his interest was purely taxonomic. Acqua's study (1888) was
published at nearly the same time as Petit's (Petit, 1887; Howard, 1979). In addition to adding the
petiole vascular anatomy of 19 families, Acqua recognized the vascular patterns at the base of
the petiole formed by the leaf traces like DeCandolle (unilacunar, trilacunar, pentilacunar,
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septilacunar), and correlated the position of leaves up the stem axis with the petiole vascular
patterns (Acqua, 1888).
The structure of some species was further investigated to create keys to target genera of
interest. Watari (1936), for example, created detailed reconstructions of the petiole xylem for
many species of Japanese maples in an attempt to create diagnostic keys for species
identification. His detailed reconstructions from serial sections along the length of the entire
petiole are exceptionally detailed and illustrate the complexity of the petiole vascular system in
some of those Acer species. Neubauer (1972) undertook a similar study for several species of
Pelargonium, also reconstructing the vascular system for the length of the petioles, and
documenting the formation of an inverted central bundle from the vascular traces at the leaf node
in P. zonale. Taxonomic keys including petiole anatomy have continued to be generated, but
more often for narrower groups. Schofield (1968), for example used nodal anatomy, and sections
along the length of the petiole to create a key to several families and species within the
Guttiferae. Likewise, descriptions of petiole anatomy are often included in species descriptions,
e.g. Pelargonium torulosum, Pelargonium uliginosum, Manihot sp. (Marais, 1990; Manning et
al., 2015; Graciano-Ribeiro et al., 2016).
Petiole anatomy as a functional trait—Despite the significance of anatomical variation
for taxon descriptions, functional implications of most documented anatomical difference have
rarely been investigated. Hare (1943) thought that the petiole vasculature arrangements served a
mechanical function. While that hypothesis has not been confirmed, some recent evidence from
engineering studies of petioles and lianas suggests the mechanical traits of vessels help confer
stiffness within those organs (Putz and Holbrook, 1991; Faisal et al., 2010). There appears to be
some geographic signal for petiole vascular arrangement in the genus Jatropha, where there are
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fewer vascular traces within the petiole of species with smaller leaves that occur in more arid
environments (Dehgan, 1982), but study of more groups is necessary to determine whether these
patterns hold in other groups.
Supporting the lamina is a mechanical function that is only possible with adequate carbon
allocation for supporting tissue. In Populus, allocation of carbon for support trades off with
ability of the lamina to photosynthesize. More carbon is allocated to longer petioles and leaves
with longer petioles have lower light harvesting efficiency, likely due to constraints on carbon
availaiblity (Niinemets et al., 2004). Since photosynthetic capacity is tied to plant hydraulics,
plasticity in lamina area and petiole length are also likely to affect petiole hydraulics, but this is
an area in need of more detailed study.
BENDING, AND TWISTING – THE MECHANICS OF THE PETIOLE
Mechanically, petioles are cantilevers, beams fixed at one end (the stem) free at the other
bearing a load (the lamina) at the free end (Niklas, 1992, 1999). As cantilevers, petioles support
the mass of the lamina and withstand wind force by twisting, bending or some combination of
the two (Niklas, 1992; Vogel, 2009; Niklas and Spatz, 2012). Bending in the horizontal plane
loads the lamina in tension, concentrating the maximum forces along the adaxial surface of the
petiole and at the stem-petiole connection. The lamina mass affects the degree that the petiole tip
deflects (Niklas, 1999), by applying force at the free end of the petiole. On a broad scale, the
force applied by the lamina scales proportionately with petiole resistance to bending (flexural
stiffness) and inversely with roughly the cube of lamina length for both herbaceous and woody
species (for species means; Niklas, 1992, 1994).
The flexural stiffness of petioles, how much they bend and twist under a given force,
critically influences light interception and the ability of leaves to bend and twist (i.e. flutter) in
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the wind (Givnish, 1988; Chazdon and Pearcy, 1991; Niklas, 1992; Niklas and Spatz, 2012). The
extent of bending is controlled by two mechanical properties: the shape of the petiole in crosssection and internal petiole anatomy (Niklas, 1992, 1999; Niklas and Spatz, 2012). As a result, to
better understand the mechanisms that result in a rigid petiole, flexural stiffness needs to be
decomposed into its base components.
The components of flexural stiffness – Flexural (bending) stiffness (EI) is the product of the
intrinsic stiffness of a given material or composite (Young's modulus, E), and the second
moment of area (I), a quantity that accounts for geometry and absolute size (Niklas and Spatz,
2012). Similarly, torsional stiffness (GJ) is the product of the shear modulus (G) and the second
polar moment of area (J; essentially comparable to I). Here, we focus on variables involved in
bending (E and I) because the underlying physics for bending and twisting are similar in
description. Torsional stiffness has been well documented, although not for petioles in particular.
In classical mechanics, E and G are considered constant for a material and thus sizeindependent, however, for biological materials this assumption is not true (Niklas, 1992).
Numerous factors such as tissue composition, cell wall thickness, cell wall composition, cell
turgor, and cell shape can affect the value of E for the same tissue (Wainwright, 1988; Niklas,
1992; Gibson et al., 2010; Gibson, 2012), thus careful anatomical study in addition to mechanical
tests is required for proper interpretation of which factors underlie E. Biological materials are
also anisotropic, that is, the mechanical properties are different depending on the direction a load
is applied (e.g. with vs. against the grain of wood), so the orientation in which flexural stiffness
is measured is important (adaxial-abaxial vs. lateral, for example). In the case of petioles, the
anisotropic nature of their components has a direct effect on EI and GJ, rendering them more or
less resistant to bending and twisting depending on their anatomical composition (Niklas, 1992;
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Etnier, 1999; Gibson et al., 2010). In addition to anisotropy of individual cell and tissue types,
the interactions between tissues can also contribute to petiole mechanics resulting in a petiole
that is more or less resistant to bending and twisting. Although they do not conform to the
assumptions of beam theory, the performance of biological beams such as petioles appears to
generally follow beam theory predictions from engineering (Etnier, 2003) and they have been
successfully modeled using those principles (Niklas and Moon, 1988; Niklas, 1991b, 1999).
Avoidance or tolerance of environmental disturbance depends not only on the petiole
shape and materials within the petiole, but also on lamina shape since drag on the lamina causes
petioles to bend and twist. The laminas of some species reorient under high winds to create less
drag, thus reducing force on the petiole, or enhancing the effect of petiole bending and twisting
(Niklas 1999; Vogel 2009; Vogel 1989), a habit that appears to be most influenced by the shape
of the lamina base (Vogel, 1989).
Factors that affect E
Young’s modulus in petioles reflects their anatomy and the mechanical properties of the
cell types that comprise the petiole (Niklas, 1992; Gibson et al., 2010; Gibson, 2012), so
engineering studies of petiole mechanics are hierarchical, focusing on how tissues and cell types
interact to stiffen petioles (Gibson et al., 2010). The major tissues often associated with structural
stiffness are collenchyma, fibers, or a combination of the two, but it is the sum of all tissues
within the cross-section that E represents when the entire petiole is mechanically tested. When
the cross-sectional area of collenchyma or sclerenchyma tissues increases as a proportion of the
cross section, E increases also (Kokubo et al., 1989; Faisal et al., 2014; Graupner et al., 2017).
The cell wall construction of those tissues is also important because the microfibril angle in
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collenchyma and fibers affects stiffness (Abraham and Elbaum, 2013). The microfibril angle also
results in cells that are anisotropic. As a result, the parenchyma in petioles can also contribute to
the petiole Young’s modulus. In rhubarb (Rheus), parenchyma contributes to stiffness in the
longitudinal direction, while collenchyma or fibers confer stiffness in the transverse direction
(Faisal et al., 2014). Helical cell wall thickenings in xylem have a higher Young’s modulus than
parenchyma and may also confer bending stiffness in addition to reinforcing vessels to prevent
implosion under negative pressure (Faisal et al., 2010, 2014; Gray, 2014). In liana stems bent
nearly in half, the last intact cells were the vessel elements , suggesting that vessel element cell
walls may be highly resistant to bending (Putz and Holbrook, 1991).
The arrangement of tissues within the petiole also can affect E. Many species have their
structural tissues placed to the periphery in a core-rind arrangement, where the stiffer “rind”
tissues confer the majority of the petiole stiffness. This is the general anatomical arrangement of
Caladium sp. and the leaves of Juncus effusus, for example (Niklas, 1991a; Liou et al., 2011).
The advantage of the core-rind arrangement is that internal tissues experience little bending
stress (Niklas, 1992; Niklas and Spatz, 2012), protecting the leaf from interruptions in
conduction of water and sugar assuming they are place interior to the rind tissues. Not all
species, however, follow the core-rind arrangement. In Pelargonium, shorter petioles support
smaller leaves (those with less area), and have a peripheral cylinder of fiber bundle caps (Ray
and Jones, 2018). This arrangement is similar to the bundle caps in palm stems that act akin to
steel wires running within the volume of the palm stem to provide support while allowing a high
amount of bending compliance in high winds (Rich, 1987).
Factors that affect I
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The second moment of area (I), represents the size and geometry of a beam and in the
case of plants, typically represents morphology. It is calculated as the sum of the products from
each infinitesimally small area and the square of the distance from the centroid axis. As a result,
the second moment of area increases either as cross-sectional area increases, or from changes in
shape that increase the distance from the centroid axis. Petiole length and cross-sectional area
scale allometrically with lamina area (Niinemets et al., 2004, 2007), so for a constant petiole
shape, larger leaves should have shorter petioles with larger second moments of area.
If cross-sectional area is held constant, shape drives the change in second moment of area
and thus can also have a large effect on the flexural stiffness of a petiole, but stiffness from shape
depends on the plane of bending. An elliptical shape, as is common in many petioles, is stiffer
when bent perpendicular to the short axis, allowing for shape to exert some control over the
direction of petiole bending. Plants can modify the shape of their organs to increase stiffness in
response to the environment. The bending stiffness in the petioles of Musa textilis is conferred
primarily by their u-shape, which when bent increases the second moment of area (Ennos et al.,
2000), and many stems, widen in the plane that they experience wind force, geometrically
providing stiffness to prevent bending in the plane of the air flow (Niklas, 1992).
Laminas and petioles can capitalize on shape to provide stiffness in several ways. The
base of the petiole is grooved in many species, reducing bending and twisting compliance of the
petiole base (Nelson, 1893; Niklas, 1992). Shape change can also provide stiffness without the
need for additional carbon-intensive support tissue, but untangling the shape contribution to
stiffness can be difficult because effects of size must be removed. A recent technique from
engineering, the shape transformer, allows the measurement and comparison of shape stiffness
and has been used for laminas and petioles (Pasini, 2007; Windsor-Collins et al., 2008; Faisal et
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al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017). The shape transformer is calculated as the ratio of a value for a crosssection, for example, petiole cross-sectional area (axs), and the cross-sectional area around the
closest fitting rectangle around that petiole cross-sectional area, arect:
!#$

y! =
!

(Equation 1)

%&'(

where y! is the shape transformer for cross-sectional area.
Shape transformers for the second moment of area can be similarly be calculated as the
quotient of the shape transformer of second moment of area (y) ) and the shape transformer of
y

cross-sectional area (y! ), or (y * ), to give a measure of the relative stiffness from shape for a
+

given shape. The power in analyzing shape this way is that shape can be independently evaluated
for its contribution to petiole stiffness without the influence of petiole size, since size directly
affects stiffness through the second moment of area. The measurements necessary for the shape
transformer technique can be modeled by using the geometric formula for the appropriate crosssectional shape and engineering formula for the corresponding second moment of area. For
petioles, this would likely be the geometrical formula for the cross-sectional area of an ellipse
and engineering formulas for the second moment of area for an elliptical cross section.
Alternatively, using scans of petiole cross-sections the cross-sectional area and second moment
of area can be directly measured using engineering analysis software like CAD (Windsor-Collins
et al., 2008).
Engineering studies that have applied the shape transformer technique have shown
varying patterns of shape stiffness for laminas and petioles of both monocotyledonous and
dicotyledonous plants. For example, a study of Typha revealed that Typha leaves are more
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flexurally stiff from base to tip, much of it conferred by small changes to the leaf shape (Liu et
al., 2017). The petioles of 10 dicotyledonous species had high flexural stiffness from shape at the
base and tip but had less shape stiffness at the midpoint (Pasini and Mirjalili, 2006), and were
therefore less stiff at the midpoint. In a study of shape change along the length of four palm
species, the highest shape stiffness was also at the base and tip although species varied in actual
values of shape contribution to stiffness (Windsor-Collins et al., 2008).While the shape
transformer technique has been applied to plants, it has only been applied by engineers interested
in designing biomimetic beams or cantilevers. As such, the biological interpretation of shape
stiffness is lacking. For example, shape stiffness can affect petiole performance in wind,
allowing some regions to sway more than others, and the stiffness conferred from shape may
reduce the carbon necessary for support within some petioles, especially for fast-growing species
that make “inexpensive” leaves, but these and other biological consequences of shape change
along the length of the petiole have not been investigated. As an alternative example, the aerial
and surface petioles of the emergent aquatic Nymphaea odorata subsp. tuberosa differ in values
of flexural stiffness, the product of the stiffness from anatomy and morphology, because they are
subject to different forces (Etnier and Villani, 2007). Surface leaves of this aquatic species have
lower values for EI because they are supported by water, while the aerial leaves must be rigid
enough to support themselves. An understanding of whether the stiffness of the aerial leaves is
attributed to greater carbon allocation to structure (an anatomical change), or simply a change in
shape or petiole cross-sectional area, would be useful in constructing carbon budgets, and in a
better understanding the tradeoffs that occur in leaf construction.
MOVEMENT OF WATER AND SUGARS
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The primary physiological function of the petiole is conduction of water to the lamina and
photoassimilates to stems. As the bridge between the lamina and stem, petioles could contribute
to the hydraulic resistance in the transpiration stream. Petioles are also important in signaling and
are required for photoperiodic floral signaling in Chenopodium rubrum (Vondrakova and
Krekule, 1997) and potato (Solanum tuberosum), and are likely propagating the Abscisic Acid
(ABA) signaling cascade that occurs in leaves during recovery from water-stress (Perrone et al.,
2012). Since the xylem and phloem are physiologically linked (Zwieniecki et al., 2004), any
change in the hydraulic architecture of the petiole xylem from that of the preceding stem, could
also affect phloem transport through the petiole (Sevanto et al., 2011; Sevanto, 2014). Given that
little is known beyond the references cited above, we focus below on the hydraulic function of
petioles.
The role of the petiole in water transport
In trees and woody shrubs, there appears to be some relationship between petiole
hydraulic traits and overall leaf traits. In Populus, stomatal conductance is strongly correlated
with total xylem area within the petiole and with calculated petiole hydraulic conductivity
(Brocious and Hacke, 2016). Similarly, a survey of 35 evergreen Australian species showed a
weak, but significant relationship between leaf hydraulic conductivity calculated from petiole
anatomy and stomatal conductance (Gleason et al., 2015). This relationship, however, is yet to be
tested by direct measurements of hydraulic conductivity. In Pelargonium shrubs for example, we
found that maximum xylem sap flow was not correlated with petiole anatomical measurements
such, including those of the xylem such as hydraulically weighted vessel diameter. For the 35
evergreen Australian species, when leaf hydraulic conductance was directly measured, it was
correlated with CO2 assimilation rather than stomatal conductance. So, while it might be
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expected that petiole anatomical traits are correlated with leaf physiological traits like stomatal
conductance, that relationship needs additional empirical confirmation.
One reason that petiole xylem anatomical measurements correlate with stomatal
conductance in some species is that petioles could limit the transpiration stream in those species
through high xylem resistance. Petioles can be responsible for significant proportion of whole
plant hydraulic resistance to water flow, accounting for as much as 30% in some species (Sack
and Holbrook, 2006; Scoffoni et al., 2016). Zimmerman (1983) proposed that more distal organs
like leaves might be prone to hydraulic dysfunction before longer-lived stems in order to
preserve the integrity of stems that have a much higher carbon investment than most leaves.
Tyree and Ewers (1991) coined a more formalized version of Zimmerman’s hypothesis “the
hydraulic vulnerability segmentation hypothesis” (HVSH), and documented that in walnuts
(Juglans regia), the petioles embolized at less negative water potentials than stems. The
currently available data suggest that some species hydraulically segment. Many grape cultivars
(Vitis sp.) hydraulically segment, as shown by both water potential measurements and MRI
analysis (Choat et al., 2010; Zufferey et al., 2011; Tombesi et al., 2014; Hochberg et al., 2016) as
do sugar maples (Acer saccharum; Choat et al., 2005) and Northofagus (Scholz et al., 2014).
But, there are data that suggest that the HVSH does not apply universally. In a study of four oak
species, Cochard et al. (1992) concluded that while petioles were more vulnerable to embolism
than stems, the study species were likely not hydraulically segmented because the branches
would also be damaged if the petiole xylem embolized. A recent study examining whole tree
vulnerability to embolism suggests that studies in which branches were used to evaluate the
HVSH in lieu of trunks may be under or over estimating the whole-plant vulnerability to
embolism. That study supported the HVSH for the two angiosperm and two conifer species
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studied: branches were significantly less vulnerable to embolism than the tree trunks, but leaves
and roots were the plant organs most vulnerable to embolism (Johnson et al., 2016).
Regardless of whether or not the cause of high resistance to water flow in some petioles
is resultant from the HVSH, this concept likely does not account for the wide range of hydraulic
resistance values reported in petioles. What are the other causes the high hydraulic resistance to
water flow in petioles? The majority of petiole hydraulic resistance could come at the petiolenode-connection, where the stem xylem anastomoses into the vascular traces of the petiole. If
this is the case, species with fewer vascular traces should experience higher resistance than those
with more vascular traces, at least if the diameter of the xylem conduits is similar because the
stem vascular tissue must converge at the leaf base to accommodate the leaf traces. There is not
currently empirical evidence to support such a hypothesis, however.
The early anatomical analyses of petioles may also support the notion that anastomoses at
the base and tip of the petiole are potential sources of high hydraulic resistance in petioles. Early
reconstructions of 300 species by Petit (1887) showed that the petiole vasculature can separate
into many vascular bundles longitudinally up the petiole, then anastomose to a smaller number of
vascular bundles at the petiole tip to feed the major veins of the lamina. Later, more detailed
reconstructions from serial sections of 36 species of Acer, 170 species in the Saxafragales, and
136 leguminous species showed numerous anastomoses at the base and convergences at the tip
of the petiole, but splitting and fusing of veins also occurred along the petiole length (Watari,
1934, 1936, 1939). Similarly, reconstructions for serial sections of Pelargonium zonale show that
the vascular bundles in the petiole are not static between the base and tip (Schmitz, 1970).
Recent improvements to x-ray microtomography (Brodersen et al., 2011; Brodersen, 2013;
Brodersen and Roddy, 2016) should allow detailed modelling of the petiole vascular bundles to
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better understand the extent to which vascular anatomy determines hydraulic resistance. Petiole
vascular bundles are generally primary xylem with narrower lumen diameters and thinner cell
walls than secondary xylem resulting in more hydraulic resistance within the primary xylem.
Resistance to water flow and conductance (1/ resistance) observed in petioles can be highly
variable within genera (for example the proportion of hydraulic conductance accounted for by
petioles in leaves of Viburnum ranges from 5-50% of the total leaf conductance; Scoffoni et al.,
2016). It is not clear, however, whether anatomical differences among species in a given genus
are the only reason for the wide variability in hydraulic conductance observed.
We know very little about hydraulics as it relates to the phloem in the petiole
Phloem is a more elusive tissue for physiological study than xylem (Knoblauch and
Oparka, 2012; Knoblauch and Peters, 2013), so it is not surprising that little is known about
phloem physiology within the petiole or any effects of the petiole on whole leaf phloem function.
Sugars are loaded into the phloem either actively or passively depending on growth form
\(Turgeon, 2006, 2010a; b), but whether the mechanism of phloem loading has effect on petiole
function is unknown. We also know little about the resistance within phloem of the petiole
specifically, although modelling studies have addressed the scaling of phloem transport within
the plant body as a whole (Thompson and Holbrook, 2004; Jensen et al., 2011, 2012; Jensen and
Zwieniecki, 2013; Jensen, 2018). While, it appears that there is xylem-phloem interaction within
stems (Zwieniecki et al., 2004), it is not clear if that relationship exists within petioles. In Poplar
there is more conductive area, but also more variability in sieve element diameter within
individual veins in the petiole than for any of the vein orders within the leaf. There is also less
total conductive area in the petiole than in the higher order leaf veins, suggesting the leaf blade
hydraulic architecture is arranged to funnel sugars into the petiole (Carvalho et al., 2017b).
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Ginko petioles, in contrast to Poplar, have more total conducting area in the petiole, and within
the same leaf, sieve cells are also wider than those for the rest of the leaf vein orders (Carvalho et
al., 2017a). Although gymnosperm and angiosperm leaf vascular systems differ in their hydraulic
architecture, both architectures reduce resistance to flow through the petiole, suggesting that the
petiole phloem may function simply to move sugars as efficiently as possible from the leaf to the
shoot (Carvalho et al., 2017a; b).
Does the arrangement of vascular bundles in the petiole affect function?
Vascular tissues within petioles can be arranged in a variety of different ways (see
above), that have in part been the basis for several systematic keys (Vesque, 1885; Petit, 1887;
Acqua, 1888; Watari, 1936; Howard, 1979). There have been no studies, however that have
directly investigated the effect of different vascular arrangements on petiole and lamina
physiology. We know that in Pelargonium vessels, which have circular arrangement of vascular
bundles within the xylem of individual bundles, taper according to Sperry’s packing rule, (Ray
and Jones, 2018), a series of predictions for vessel packing within the stem cross section and
across nodes. More broad studies of the packing rule have shown that not all species are packed
as predicted at the stem-petiole junction (Chen et al., 2012), but the vessel arrangements were not
reported in that study. We propose that adherence to metabolic scaling models across the stempetiole junction should be investigated with a focus on the number of vascular traces and the
arrangement of vascular bundles within the petioles do determine if there is a correlation
between nodal structure or vascular arrangement and adherence to the predicted scaling of
vascular conduits in petioles.
The integration of mechanics and physiology is essential for a complete understanding of shootpetiole-lamina dynamics
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Contemporary investigations have focused on petiole mechanics, carbon allocation or
physiology, but few studies have investigated petiole mechanics, physiology and functional traits
together which would allow for a mechanistic understanding of petiole-lamina interactions. (Ray
and Jones, unpublished manuscript). Bending and twisting also bends and twists the vascular
tissues to some extent, but we do not know if this movement impacts transpiration. Putz and
Holbrook (1991) found that large bending deflections could impact transpiration in stems, but it
is possible that this effect could be mitigated in petioles where xylem is in close contact with
phloem and surrounded by parenchyma. A recent modeling study suggests petiole biomechanical
properties and conductive capacity may be inextricably linked: petiole wilting could modify the
lamina angle such that the transpirational pull on the leaf is reduced, thus protecting the leaf from
embolism (Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al., 2016). For other species, fluttering in the wind can be
beneficial (Shive Jr. and Brown, 1978; Niklas, 1991b). The light harvesting efficiency of
Populus leaves appears to trade off with the biomechanical support in the leaf midrib and petiole
(Niinemets and Kull, 1999), meaning that leaves unable to flutter have declines in photosynthetic
capacity (Shive Jr. and Brown, 1978; Roden, 2003), independent of any effects on transport of
water or sugars. There does not appear to be a trade off between space for vascular transport and
biomechanical support in the petiole (Ray and Jones, 2018), it is not clear why this is the case.
One possibility is that because petiole elongation occurs in the later stages of leaf development,
the signaling from the intercalary meristem coordinates petiole elongation such that petiole
mechanical and vascular properties are established to prevent such a tradeoff. Integrated study of
development alongside mechanical and physiological traits is necessary to understand the
mechanisms by which the petiole avoids the structure-efficiency tradeoffs observed for stems
(Pratt and Jacobsen, 2016).
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Conclusions
The petiole functions in service to the leaf, mechanically supporting the lamina and connecting
the vascular systems of the stem and lamina. Since beam and cantilever mechanics are well
characterized, the mechanical behavior of the petiole is also well characterized for many species.
The xylem of the petiole has been relatively well characterized for some species, but without
regard for mechanical function and without the studies necessary to understand the origins of
hydraulic resistance through the petiole. We know less about the hydraulic architecture of the
phloem and any interaction with the xylem within the petiole. A better understanding of the
phloem and of its interactions with the petiole xylem are crucial to understanding whole leaf
physiology and any potential tradeoffs that may occur in either the petiole phloem or xylem. At
the same time, the physiological and mechanical traits of petioles should be studied together
because the two systems likely interact. By integrating studies of mechanical performance and
physiology, it will be possible to fully understand how the lamina and petiole interact, and what
limits are placed upon plant survival by the petiole. Petioles have been studied infrequently for
nearly 150 years, and yet we still have a very limited understanding of their role in leaf and
whole-plant survival. Future study could determine if there are limits to plant and leaf
physiological performance that may be explained by the structure of the petiole.
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CHAPTER 2 – Scaling relationships and vessel packing in petioles
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ABSTRACT
Premise of the study: While tradeoffs among mechanical and conductive functions have been well
investigated in woody stems, these tradeoffs are relatively unexplored in petioles, the structural link
between stems and laminae. We investigated size-independent scaling relationships between crosssectional areas of structural and vascular tissues, relationships between tissue areas of xylem and phloem,
vessel packing within xylem, and scaling of vascular and structural tissues with lamina traits.
Methods: We examined allometric relationships among petiole tissues and as a function of lamina and
petiole size variation on eleven species of Pelargonium. From transverse sections of methacrylateembedded tissue, we measured the cross-sectional areas of all tissues within the petiole and vessel lumen
and cell wall areas of each vessel. Allometric scaling relationships were analyzed using standardized
major axis regressions.
Key Results: Pelargonium petiole vessels were packed as predicted by Sperry’s packing rule for woody
stems. In contrast to woody stems, there was no evidence of a tradeoff between vessel area and fiber area.
Within cross-sections, more xylem was produced than phloem. Among bundles, xylem and phloem
scaling relationships varied with bundle position. Except for lamina dry mass and petiole fiber crosssectional area, petiole and lamina traits were independent.
Conclusions: Petioles share vascular tissue traits with stems despite derivation from leaf primordia. We
did not find evidence for a tradeoff between structural and vascular tissues, in part because fibers occur
outside the xylem. We propose this separation of conduction and support underlies observed
developmental and evolutionary plasticity in petioles.
KEYWORDS: allometry; leaf; Pelargonium; petiole; phloem; scaling; xylem
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INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial plants must balance mechanical support with the ability to move water for
survival. Trees achieve this balance by forming wood, which serves to transport water through
vessels or tracheids, as well as support the canopy (Savage et al., 2010). These types of tradeoffs
in the amount of one tissue type relative to another as plant or organ sizes increase are generally
described in terms of allometric and/or metabolic scaling relationships. Quantification of these
relationships has provided insights into a range of topics from optimal xylem conduit tapering
with branching of trees (Enquist et al., 2007; Savage et al., 2010) to the evolution of plant form
(Enquist et al., 2007).
In petioles, it is unlikely that the same scaling relationships seen in woody stems will
apply because petioles generally do not rely on wood for mechanical support. In contrast to
stems, petioles must be flexible to withstand disturbance while sufficiently rigid to position
leaves to intercept light and maintain flow within vascular tissues. Thus, their biomechanical
properties are complex. Petioles tend to be dominated by relatively large amounts of nonlignified parenchyma cells that may provide support through turgor. This tissue encloses the
mechanical tissues, i.e. fibers and collenchyma. Placement of mechanical tissue can be
supplemented by petiole shape, or the degree of taper along the length of the petiole, both of
which also affect petiole stiffness (Niklas, 1991; 1992). Mechanical tissues may or may not
follow the same patterns as the vast array of vascular bundle arrangements (Howard, 1979) and
may serve a dual purpose, providing structural support as well as protecting the vascular tissues
from sap sucking insects (George et al., 2017). Although variation in petiole vascular
arrangements has been documented since the late 1800s (Petit, 1887; Acqua, 1888),
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physiological and mechanical consequences of different petiole vascular arrangements remain
unknown.
One metabolic scaling relationship that has been tested in woody stems is Sperry's
packing rule (Sperry et al., 2008; Savage et al., 2010), which describes optimum packing of
xylem conduits in woody plants after mechanical requirements have been met (i.e. the internal
structure is filled with enough supporting tissues for mechanical stability). This packing rule
generates two predictions, only one of which might apply to petioles (the other describes
expected xylem conduit taper from trunks to branches). Sperry’s packing rule predicts
theoretically that conduit number per square millimeter and conduit diameter should scale
inversely with a scaling exponent a = -2.04 because this relationship maintains mechanical
stability while maximizing vessel conducting area and simultaneously reducing the risk of
embolism (Savage et al., 2010). Previous empirical results found mean scaling exponents
averaged -1.64 in conifers and -2.36 in angiosperms. Angiosperms, however exhibit a wide range
of scaling exponents. Values range from -1.44 in oaks to -2.73 in maples (Savage et al., 2010;
Savage et al., 2015). A previous study found limited evidence for adherence to the packing rule
across the twig-petiole interface (Chen et al., 2012), but vessel packing in petioles has not been
further investigated. Thus, our first goal is to test if Sperry’s packing rule applies to petioles.
Phloem is generally ignored by metabolic models of plant hydraulic architecture (West et
al., 1999; Savage et al., 2010) because it does not take up space within the xylem in secondary
tissues. In petioles, however, phloem occurs within the petiole’s vascular bundles and requires
space that otherwise could be used for structural support or water movement, possibly changing
the balance of the structure-conductivity tradeoff. The extent of petiole cross-sectional area
occupied by phloem relative to xylem depends on the physiological link between xylem and
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phloem (Zwieniecki et al., 2004). If an increase in the cross-sectional area of one tissue results in
an equal increase in the cross-sectional area of the other (Sevanto, 2014; Jyske and Hölttä, 2015),
then a scaling relationship of one (isometry) is predicted. In contrast, woody Picea stems add
less phloem area than xylem area as cross-sectional area increases, i.e. the scaling exponent is
0.59 (Jyske and Hölttä, 2015). In Populus leaves, xylem and phloem conducting areas scale
isometrically for first through seventh order veins, but this relationship appears to break down in
the petiole (Carvalho et al., 2017a; b). In primary tissues, xylem and phloem differentiate in
roughly similar proportions for some species (Kurian and Iyer, 1992), again supporting an
expectation of isometry. Our second goal is to test the prediction that primary xylem and phloem
scale isometrically in petioles.
We also expect that internal petiole structure is influenced by lamina traits. Stomatal
conductance scales strongly with petiole xylem conduit diameter in Populus (Brocious and
Hacke, 2016) and lamina dry mass is correlated with petiole xylem cross-sectional area in
several Populus genotypes (Gebauer et al., 2016). Similarly, theoretical petiole hydraulic
conductivity predicts leaf size in a study of 33 common Australian species, but is not correlated
with lamina vein density (Gleason et al., 2016). Physiological correlations between lamina and
petiole, for example sap flow rate and hydraulic conductance, should depend on structural
relationships, but as yet, these are mostly unstudied. Thus, our third goal is to determine which
tissues in the petiole scale with leaf shape and size.
Our study focused on multiple species of Pelargonium, a genus that exhibits unusually
high diversity in leaf (lamina and petiole) shape and size (Van der Walt et al., 1977; Jones et al.,
2009). We addressed four specific questions. Do xylem conduits within petioles adhere to
Sperry’s packing rule? We hypothesized that hydraulic conduits in petioles would be packed
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such that both the number of conduits within individual bundles, and per petiole cross-sectional
area, would have a scaling relationship less than -2.04 because tissue arrangements in both
petioles and individual bundles differ from those in woody stems. Xylem has both a conductive
and supportive function (Niklas, 1992), so we hypothesized that as hydraulic area increased,
cross-sectional area allocated to fibers would decrease, yielding a negative allometric
relationship (slope of less than 1; see Huxley, 1932). Therefore, we also asked if more xylem
area is associated with less fiber area. To investigate the relative amounts of xylem and phloem,
we asked if these tissues scale isometrically. We expected xylem area in petioles to increase
more than phloem area, similar to Picea stems (Jyske and Hölttä, 2015). Finally, we asked if
petiole anatomy scales with leaf morphology. Larger leaves are expected to scale positively with
petiole mass, and length, as observed for other species (Niklas, 1994), but how these heavier
leaves affect tradeoffs between allocation of cross sectional area to conducting versus support
tissues at an anatomical level has not been previously investigated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Design — One leaf from two individuals of 11 species of Pelargonium
(Geraniaceae; L'Her) was removed from two to five-year old plants growing in the University of
Connecticut Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Greenhouses (Storrs, Connecticut). We selected
the fourth leaf below the apical meristem, which was the youngest fully expanded leaf, because
vascular arrangement in petioles can be variable and has been reported to change with position
on the stem within individual plants (Vesque, 1885; Howard, 1979). We restricted our analyses
to 1 cm lengths centered on exact midpoints of petioles because petiole vasculature varies along
the length of the petiole for most species (Vesque, 1885; Acqua, 1888; i.e. midpoint versus base;
Howard, 1979) and because the midpoint is where we would expect to see the greatest
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manifestation of tissue-level tradeoffs since it is the narrowest region and therefore should
exhibit the most space constraints.
Histology — Petioles were fixed on ice in a Modified Karnovsky's fixative (0.05M
PIPES, 2.5% Gluteraldehyde, 2% Paraformaldehyde, 3mM CaCl2) for 5 hours immediately
following morphological measurements (detailed in the following section). Fixed petioles were
dehydrated in a graded ethanol series and embedded in methacrylate plastic (JB-4 Plus;
Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, Pennsylvania, USA). Methacrylate was polymerized at room
temperature under vacuum until the blocks were firm, typically overnight. Blocks were sectioned
with glass knives at 1 µm thickness on an ultramicrotome (RMC MT-920, Tucson, Arizona,
USA) in a humidity controlled room (60% relative humidity) to minimize section curling.
Sections were stained with 0.05% Toluidine Blue O in phosphate buffer (Ruzin, 1999) and
mounted on glass slides in DPX mountant (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield,
Pennsylvania USA). Each vascular bundle was imaged on a compound microscope (Zeiss
Axioskop, Oberkochen, Germany) at 200x magnification with a CCD digital camera (Q-Imaging
3.3 RTV, Surrey, B.C, Canada). Entire petioles were imaged at 25x magnification for
measurements of total cross-sectional area and fiber cross-sectional area.
Morphological and Anatomical Measurements — We measured a suite of petiole traits
as well as lamina area and mass to determine scaling relationships (Table 1). Morphological
measurements were made on fresh material (i.e. unfixed) immediately after the leaf was removed
from the stem. Laminas and petioles were scanned at 2400 DPI on a flatbed scanner (LIDE 120,
Canon USA, Melville, New York, USA) for measurement of petiole length and lamina fresh area
with the FIJI distribution of ImageJ (Schindelin et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2012). Petiole
width was measured at the midpoint of the petiole for both the x and y axes with digital calipers
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(3415, Traceable, Webster, Texas, USA). Internode diameter was measured at the midpoint of
the internode below the excised leaf with calipers. All masses were measured on a digital balance
(Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany).
To obtain total cross-sectional areas of xylem, phloem, and the petiole, we analyzed
photomicrographs of vascular bundles or entire cross-sections and outlined the target tissue or
entire petiole with polygons in FIJI with a Wacom drawing tablet (Intuos Pen and Touch,
Wacom, Kaizo, Saitama, Japan). For xylem and phloem total areas, we took the sum all of the
respective tissue areas for each petiole. Because lignified xylem conduit cell walls are likely to
have a large effect on mechanical function, we also measured the area occupied by secondary
cell walls without lumen areas in all peripheral bundles per species. Note that we will refer to
xylem conduit cells as vessels for simplicity, but we have not done analyses to determine
whether some are tracheids. We also took the sum of all respective tissue areas of fibers in
bundle caps when they were present. To quantify the cross-sectional area filled by fiber rings, we
created two polygons: one to the outside of the fiber ring, and a second to the inside. The fiber
ring cross sectional area was the difference between the two polygons. Vessel diameters were
measured along the widest diameter of every vessel element in each petiole. We calculated
∑ 12

hydraulic diameters according to Sperry (1994) as ,- = .(∑ 13 ) where r is the vessel radius. The
detailed nature of the measurements precluded increasing the number of petioles sampled per
species.
Statistical Analyses — We conducted all statistical analyses in R version 3.2.2 (R Core
Team, 2015). All variables were log base 10 transformed so that scaling relationships, i.e. alpha,
were characterized by the slope of the relationship (Huxley, 1932). Scaling relationships and
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their 95% confidence intervals were calculated using standardized major axis (SMA) regressions
with the SMATR package (Warton et al., 2012). Petiole cross-sectional area could influence the
relative cross-sectional areas of xylem and phloem tissues. To examine the relationships purely
between tissues without the influence of petiole size, we regressed variables against petiole
cross-sectional areas and extracted the residuals (Klingenberg, 2016). In most cases, scaling
exponents among residuals were not significantly different from SMA regressions with logtransformed raw data. We present the residuals because they represent values free of size effects.
Regression slopes were compared by modified chi-squared test with the slope.test function of the
SMATR package, which provides a test statistic (r) and P-value (Warton and Weber, 2002) for
the null hypothesis that the slopes are the same.
We compared the vessel cell wall and lumen areas between peripheral and central
bundles using a Welch’s two-sample t-test with the null hypothesis that the true difference in
means is equal to zero.
RESULTS
All species had vascular bundles arranged in a ring around a single, central vascular
bundle. Vascular bundle number varied within and among species, as did the fiber arrangements
(Table 2), but vascular bundle number did not vary in relationship to petiole cross-sectional area.
Bundle numbers ranged from 6-24 peripheral bundles per petiole (Table 2). Petioles had fibers
arranged as bundle caps or a ring encircling the bundles (Figure 1; Table 2). The presence of a
fiber ring versus bundle caps varied within species in four cases (Table 2). Regardless of species,
individuals with petiole lengths longer than 40mm had fiber rings, whereas those shorter than
40mm varied in their fiber arrangements (Figure 2). In species where one replicate had a fiber
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ring and the second had bundle caps, the longer petiole was >40mm and that petiole had a fiber
ring.
In many plant species, xylem within the central bundle is oriented toward the adaxial
surface of the petiole (Figure 1A), however, the orientation of the central bundle can be inverted
in some species with the xylem toward the abaxial petiole surface (Figure 1B). Anatomists have
historically noted inverted central vascular bundles in petioles (for example in Esau, 1965), but
the cause and potential physiological consequence of inverted central bundles has not been
investigated. An inverted central bundle has been previously reported in Pelargonium zonale
(Neubauer, 1972); we found two additional species with inverted central bundles (Table 2).
The cross-sectional areas of xylem, parenchyma, fibers, and phloem varied among
species (Table 3). The predominant tissue fraction in all species was parenchyma (0.87 ± 0.057
of total cross sectional area). Sclerenchyma (specifically consisting of fibers in Pelargonium)
was the second most predominant tissue in most species (0.084 ± 0.049 of total cross sectional
area). Xylem and phloem tissue areas varied widely but xylem tissue (0.021 ± 0.012 of total
cross sectional area) was typically a larger fraction of the total cross-sectional area than phloem
(0.017 ± 0.01 of total cross sectional area; Table 3).
Hypothesis 1: Petioles should not adhere to Sperry’s packing rule for woody stems
that predicts a scaling exponent of a = -2.04 — Although xylem in Pelargonium petioles is
restricted to individual bundles rather than a solid, central cylinder as in most stems, the number
of vessels per square millimeter of petiole cross-section followed Sperry’s packing rule: conduit
diameter and conduits per square millimeter of cross-sectional area scaled strongly (Figure 3)
with scaling exponent a = -1.73, which was not statistically different from the overall packing
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rule scaling exponent of -2.04 (Table 4; r = -0.5, P = 0.1), but was significantly different than the
angiosperm slope of -2.36 (r = -0.76, P = 0.006). The values of angiosperms, however, vary
between -1.44 and -2.73, so a scaling exponent of -1.73 fits with the overall observed trends.
Hypothesis 2: As xylem cross-sectional area increases, fiber cross-sectional area
should decrease — There was no relationship between fiber cross-sectional area and xylem
tissue area when the effect of petiole size was removed (Table 4). Because the central bundle is
placed along the neutral axis of the petiole, where mechanical stresses are minimized (see Niklas,
1992), and should not contribute to mechanical function, we also examined this relationship
without this tissue included in the analysis, but again found no relationship, suggesting no
tradeoff between xylem and fiber areas.
We also analyzed tracheary cell wall area instead of total xylem area because the cell
wall fraction of vessels is the fraction of xylem tissue that confers mechanical support (Table 5).
When corrected for petiole cross-sectional area, fiber cross sectional area and total tracheary wall
area scaled with strong positive allometry such that as vessel wall area increased within a petiole,
fiber area increased more (Table 4) suggesting again there is no tradeoff between vessel wall
area and fiber cross-sectional area and also that vessel lumen areas markedly lower the overall
scaling relationship between different mechanical tissues. We repeated the same analysis after
removing the central bundle wall areas. Without the central bundle, fiber area still increased
much more than vessel cell wall area, but the relationship was weaker (Table 4).
Hypothesis 3: Xylem and phloem area should scale isometrically — Total xylem and
phloem cross-sectional areas scaled isometrically (H0: slope = 1; r = 0.27, P = 0.54), in the log
base 10 analysis. When the effect of petiole size was removed, the relationship became
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negatively allometric (slope of less than 1) and stronger (H0: slope = 1; r = 0.75, P = 0.014;
Figure 4), suggesting that petiole size affects the xylem-phloem relationship at the level of the
entire petiole. The scaling exponents of the two versions of the analysis were not significantly
different from each other (r = 0.59, P = 0.09).
We found significant differences in the number and size of conduits when we compared
the central bundle vessels to the peripheral bundle vessels. The total vessel lumen area in the
central bundle was significantly larger than those in peripheral bundles (t = 3.4, df = 10.11, P =
0.0067; Table 5), but there were more total vessels in the peripheral bundles than in the central
bundle (t = -4.42, df = 16.65, P = 0.00039; Table 5). Larger vessel lumens in the central bundle
would result in a higher proportion of the total water in the petiole xylem being carried through
the central bundle vessels than the peripheral bundle vessels. Likely to support larger lumen
areas, the central bundle vessels contained significantly more total cell wall area than the
peripheral bundles (t = 4.90, df = 10.44, P = 5.52 x 10-5; Table 5).
Bundles in different positions (e.g. abaxial, lateral, central) around the petiole had similar
scaling relationships between xylem and phloem area despite their differences in cross-sectional
area when petiole size was partitioned out of the analysis. The uniformly negative relationships
(i.e. slopes < 1) indicate that within individual bundles, regardless of position, phloem increases
more than xylem as bundle size increases (Table 4; Figure 5). When size was not partitioned
from the analysis, the central and abaxial bundles scaled with similar exponents, but differed
from the lateral bundle (Table 4). The difference in scaling exponents for the central (r = -0.9, P
= 0.0002) and abaxial (r = -0.78, P=0.0033) bundles were significantly different between the two
analyses suggesting that the relationship between xylem and phloem in the central and abaxial
bundles depends on petiole cross sectional size while that of lateral bundles is size-independent.
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Hypothesis 4: Petiole anatomy is expected to scale with lamina morphology. We
found that total fiber cross-sectional area scaled isometrically (Figure 6) with lamina dry mass
(H0: slope = 1; r = -0.30 P=0.32) but did not scale with petiole length or LMA, although this
relationship was stronger than with petiole length (Table 4). Petiole length also did not scale with
petiole cross-sectional area, i.e. longer petioles were not more robust. No other relationships
involving petiole structure were significant: lamina dry mass was not related to petiole crosssectional area or to hydraulically weighted vessel diameter (dh) within petioles. Results of other
tests are presented in Table 4 and in Appendix 1.
DISCUSSION
The need for coordination between mechanical traits (petiole shape, lamina placement
and structure of support tissues) and traits associated with vascular conduction between the stem
and lamina (xylem and phloem cross-sectional area, conduit diameters, vascular bundle
placement) have resulted in the evolution of the petiole, a structure that shares traits with both
laminas and stems. Given that among species, cross sectional fiber area is on average 50%
greater than xylem area relative to the total of these tissues (and 81% greater than tracheary wall
area), we assume that Pelargonium petioles primarily use fibers to provide mechanical support.
These fibers occur outside the xylem, as either bundle caps or rings, where they also protect the
vascular tissues from sap sucking insects (George et al., 2017). Presumably this arrangement
facilitates flexibility to allow lamina deflection under winds or other external disturbance (Vogel,
2009) while not compromising the cross-sectional area of conducting tissues. The majority of
petiole cross-sectional area is parenchyma, a tissue that can provide mechanical support through
changes in turgor or in other taxa can be sclerified to provide permanent support if necessary.
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We hypothesized that petioles would not conform to Sperry’s packing rule because
petioles have different proportions of tissues than stems (Sperry et al., 2008; Savage et al., 2010).
Despite variability in petiole vascular and structural arrangement across species, petiole vessels
in Pelargonium are packed as predicted by the packing rule which optimizes conduit size and
number with mechanical requirements for a given stem diameter in woody tissues, even though,
in contrast to trees, the mechanical tissues – collenchyma and/or fibers – are external to the
xylem. Our finding of agreement with Sperry’s packing rule suggests that although a small
fraction of the overall cross-sectional area is xylem, xylem in petioles functions similarly to
xylem in woody stems. This finding also suggests that because Sperry’s packing rule optimizes
the balance between conduit number and size after mechanical requirements have been met,
xylem in petioles is likely to be functioning mechanically to some extent, but xylem alone is
unable to meet the mechanical requirements of the petiole.
Shrubs and trees appear to be mixed in their adherence to the packing rule in larger
studies at the stem-leaf junction (Chen et al., 2012). We propose that this wide variation in
adherence results from the combination of different proportions of tissues for petiole support in
conjunction with anatomical variation in bundle number, as well as remarkable plasticity in
petiole construction. Even on a single plant, petioles differ in lengths, cross-sectional area, and
arrangement of vascular patterns. Our data suggest that fiber arrangement in Pelargonium
transitions from bundle caps to a ring around the periphery of the vascular bundles petioles that
exceed about 40 mm in length, but a larger sample size with more species is needed to determine
if this observation applies genus-wide. The occurrence of both fiber rings and bundle caps in the
same species suggests that fiber arrangement is an inducible plastic response that allows the
petiole to provide the appropriate support for it length. Similar developmental flexibility appears
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to occur within individuals of Aristolochia, in which stems can form many vascular and
structural tissue arrangements including at least one similar to that of Pelargonium, with
perivascular fibers, but lacking a bundle in the very center of the stem in Aristolochia (Wagner et
al., 2012; 2014). As well, Aristolochia exhibits “immature” stem types within species some of
which that lack perivascular fibers but retain distinct bundles of xylem. Plasticity in petiole
structure ensures proper leaf display and light interception as well as resulting in a type of
modular construction that is capable of supporting leaves of different sizes at varying positions
with the crown, while allowing for additional carbon allocation to perivascular fibers in petioles
that require the additional support.
For stems, the tradeoff between efficiency, safety, and biomechanics has been thoroughly
investigated, but this is not the case in petioles. Our second hypothesis predicted a tradeoff
between allocation of petiole cross-sectional area to fibers versus xylem that would result in a
negative relationship between xylem cross-sectional area and fiber cross-sectional. Instead, we
found no evidence of tradeoffs between the structural and conducting elements in the petioles of
Pelargonium. The exception was a significant positive association between size-scaled fiber area
and vessel wall area if the central bundle is included, but this bundle theoretically does not
contribute to mechanical function (Niklas, 1992).These results indicate that in Pelargonium,
space does not appear to be limited. Instead, any support provided by xylem appears to be
completely independent of that provided by fibers. We note that because we did not conduct tests
of flexural rigidity, the actual contribution of the vessel walls to petiole structural support
remains unknown.
Our third hypothesis predicted that total amounts of xylem and phloem would scale
isometrically because xylem and phloem are physiologically interdependent (Zwieniecki et al.,
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2004; Sevanto et al., 2011; Hölttä et al., 2013). This prediction could be challenged because in
major leaf veins, xylem tissue differentiation trails behind phloem (Esau, 1965), suggesting
potential asymmetry in xylem and phloem development in petioles that could result in nonisometric scaling relationships. We found that total xylem area scaled isometrically with total
phloem area, but if we examined relationships corrected for size of petioles, as phloem tissue
increases, xylem tissue increases more, suggesting that petiole diameter affects the xylemphloem relationship at the level of the entire petiole. The scaling exponent of the petiole sizecorrected relationship is similar to that found by Jyske et al. 2015 for Picea where the xylem
conducting area increased proportionately more than phloem conducting area, even though, in
contrast to Jyske et al. 2015, we did not distinguish between conducting and non-conducting
tissue areas within the phloem. Because we measured tissue cross-sectional areas, rather than
conducting cell areas, the scaling exponent of xylem to phloem conducting cell areas in
Pelargonium could be even lower (less increase in the y-axis) than was observed in Picea
because phloem contains a large proportion of non-conducting cells (companion cells and
phloem parenchyma).
Vascular arrangements in petioles are variable, but little is known about their
physiological significance.
We measured xylem and phloem bundles in three different positions around the petiole
(abaxial, lateral, central) because it is possible that the relative area of xylem and phloem and
thus the xylem-phloem scaling relationship could differ at different positions around the petiole
since mechanical stress on the petiole is not homogenous. Our results indicate that scaling
relationships between xylem and phloem are largely similar between the three bundle positions,
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but when size-corrected, the xylem-phloem relationship in the central bundle favors xylem area
relative to phloem area.
Total vessel lumen area was significantly larger in the central bundle, but there were
significantly fewer total vessels in the central bundle than in the peripheral bundles. This data
indicates that central bundles contain larger vessels than the peripheral bundles. Given the fourth
power relationship between conduit radius and conductivity, the larger central bundle vessels are
likely supporting a large proportion of the total hydraulic load in the petiole. Greater
conductivity along or near the neutral surface at the center of the petiole, where the least force is
experienced in bending, ensures that some volume of water and photoassimilates are able to
move through petiole regardless of twisting or bending caused by wind or other external forces
acting on leaves (Niklas, 1992). Mean areas of tracheary cell walls were significantly larger in
the central bundle than those along the periphery, probably to support the wider vessels of the
central bundle.
Proportionately less conducting area overall in the abaxial and lateral bundles, coupled
with varying numbers of lateral bundles within and between species may be related to the
increased multidirectional bending stress in peripheral regions. How mechanical functions are
balanced against water transport functions remains to be explored and may ultimately depend on
the extent to which peripheral bundles maintain their integrity at the lamina petiole junction and
thus supply water directly to regions of the lamina. Fibers in the periphery of the petiole places
this support tissue in the region of greatest mechanical stress, which in conjunction with
increased conductivity in the center of the petiole, suggests these tissue arrangements reflect
spatial separation of conduction and support that optimizes conduction given biomechanical
constraints.
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Petioles generally arise from the same region of the leaf primordium as the lamina (i.e the
oberblatt; Haberlandt, 1914) as structures that are intercalated after the lamina has been defined.
Given this close developmental association, we expected tight relationships between petiole size
and internal structure and lamina size. Previous studies, mostly on trees, have focused primarily
on prediction of whole plant traits or leaf physiological traits from petioles traits rather than on
the relationships between petiole anatomy to leaf traits. For example, petiole cross-sectional area
can predict whole plant biomass (Gebauer et al., 2016), petiole length is correlated with leaf
stomatal conductance (Brocious and Hacke, 2016), and larger Ficus leaves invest more in petiole
biomass (Fan et al., 2017). Physiologically, petiole anatomy has been weakly correlated with leaf
stomatal conductance across species (Gleason et al., 2016), but the potential tradeoffs between
lamina traits and petiole anatomy rather than petiole mechanics have been previously
investigated. We found that among species of Pelargonium, heavier laminas are supported by
petioles with increased fiber cross-sectional area, but there was no relationship between xylem
cross sectional or tracheary wall area and lamina mass. Perhaps the most surprising finding of
this study was the lack of petiole structural associations either within the petiole or with the
lamina in Pelargonium, i.e. long petioles can be either narrow or wide, petiole width is
independent of lamina mass, and xylem hydraulic diameter is independent of leaf area. Future
work on a wider variety of growth forms and genera is necessary to clarify whether the lack of
relationships represent a general independence of lamina and petiole traits, or a greater range of
sizes than included in this study is necessary to reveal such patterns.
CONCLUSION
Petiole vessel packing and xylem-phloem allometric relationships are more similar to
stems than laminae despite developmental derivation of both petiole and lamina from leaf
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primordia and the large fraction of parenchyma as compared to stems. These relationships hold
at the level of individual vascular bundles and at that of the whole petiole. Pelargonium petioles
do not exhibit a tradeoff between structural and vascular tissue, indicating that support functions
are independent from conducting functions despite the dual role of xylem tissue in conduction
and support. Examinations of functional consequences of internal petiole anatomy variation
across a broad range of angiosperms are needed to determine whether our findings of
independence of conduction and support, coupled with potentially high plasticity in the extent of
development of fibers compared to relatively constrained vessel packing, is a common feature of
petioles and integral to their function. Much to our surprise, we found lamina size and mass to be
independent of all petiole traits except for the link between petiole fiber area and leaf mass.
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Table 1: Morphological and anatomical measurements
Data

Units

Morphology
Petiole Length

mm

Petiole Width 1

mm

Petiole Width 2

mm

Leaf Area

mm2

Internode Diameter

mm

Lamina dry mass

g

Anatomy
Phloem cross-sectional area

mm2

Xylem cross-sectional area

mm2

Fiber cross-sectional area

mm2

Xylem vessel diameter

mm2

Xylem vessel count

none

Petiole cross-sectional area

mm2

Vessel lumen area

mm2

Vessel wall area

mm2
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Table 2. Petiole fiber and vascular bundle measurements. Inverted central bundles are bolded.
Pelargonium

Fiber

Number of peripheral

Petiole cross sectional

Central bundle

Species

arrangement

bundles (replicate 1,

area (mm2) ± SD

(P)resent/(A)bsent

(replicate 1,

replicate 2)

replicate 2)

ceratophyllum

ring, bundle caps

12, 14

2.35 ±1.05

P

citronellum

ring

20, 24

4.46 ± 0.49

P

cotyledonis

ring

12, 11

1.34 ± 0.22

P

cucullatum

ring, bundle caps

15, 10

7.57 ± 1.07

P

dolomiticum

ring

8, 9

2.97 ± 1.41

P

glutinosum

ring

9, 10

1.42 ± 0.19

P

graveolens

ring

13, 6

4.08 ± 0.89

P

klinghardtense

ring, bundle caps

9, 15

6.44 ± 0.37

P

pulchellum

bundle caps

11, 11

4.50 ± 0

P

quercifolium

ring, bundle caps

8, 9

0.890 ± 0.017

A

worcesterae

ring

8, 8

1.44 ± 0.24

P
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Table 3. Mean cross-sectional areas ± standard deviations of total tissue areas within petioles among
species.

Pelargonium Species

Xylem area
(mm2) ± SD

Phloem area
(mm2) ± SD

Fiber area
(mm2) ± SD

Parenchyma area
(mm2) ± SD

ceratophyllum

0.052 ± 0.05

0.032 ± 0.03

0.019 ± 0.2

2.08 ± 0.77

citronellum

0.20 ± 0.015

0.14 ± 0.0072

0.61 ± 0.054

3.51 ± 0.56

cotyledonis

0.015 ± 0.0049

0.036 ± 0.0063

0.15 ± 0.037

1.14 ± 0.17

cucullatum

0.099 ± 0.047

0.05 ± 0.016

0.59 ± 0.69

6.83 ± 1.82

dolomiticum

0.04 ± 0.035

0.03 ± 0.019

0.35 ± 0.35

2.55 ± 1.49

glutinosum

0.047 ± 0.0047

0.039 ± 0.0055

0.23 ± 0.0097

1.11 ± 0.168

graveolens

0.067 ± 0.063

0.05 ± 0.051

0.21 ± 0.15

3.75 ± 0.63

klinghardtense

0.051 ± 0.033

0.034 ± 0.012

0.32 ± 0.36

6.03 ± 0.77

pulchellum

0.061 ± 0.041

0.05 ± 0.017

0.084 ± 0.089

4.30 ± 0.15

quercifolium

0.016 ± 0.0034

0.012 ± 0.0039

0.08 ± 0.032

0.79 ± 0.04

worcesterae

0.052 ± 0.0093

0.047 ± 0.0038

0.15 ±0.034

1.19 ± 0.19
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Table 4. Scaling exponents and confidence intervals for SMA regressions. All variables were log10
transformed unless listed as residuals. Residuals estimate relationships between xylem and phloem area
for specific bundles that are independent of overall petiole size (see text). Statistically significant
relationships are indicated with asterisks (P-value less than 0.05).

Relationship
analyzed

Scaling
Exponent

95%
Confidence
Interval

r2

Regression
P-value

log10

-1.73

-1.41 – -2.11

0.93

1.8 x 10-6*

total fiber area ~ xylem cross-sectional area
(CB included)
total fiber area ~ xylem cross-sectional area
(CB excluded)
total fiber area ~ total vessel wall area (CB
included)
total fiber area ~ total vessel wall area (CB
excluded)
Hypothesis 3
total phloem tissue area ~total xylem area
total phloem tissue area~ total xylem area

residual

0.90

0.46 – 1.77

0.17

0.20

residual

0.89

0.40 – 2.01

0.069

0.43

residual

7.3

3.7 – 14.4

0.43

0.028*

residual

9.3

4.4 – 19.5

0.31

0.08

log10
residual

0.87
0.68

0.54 – 1.39
0.51 – 0.91

0.70
0.93

0.001*
1.4 x 10-6*

lateral bundle phloem area ~ xylem area
abaxial bundle phloem area~ xylem area

residual
residual

0.36
0.44

0.2 – 0.66
0.35 – 0.55

0.34
0.92

0.061
2.5 x 10-6*

central bundle phloem area~ xylem area
lateral bundle phloem area ~ xylem area
abaxial bundle phloem area~ xylem area
central bundle phloem area~ xylem area

residual
log10
log10
log10

0.35
0.38
0.65
0.63

0.28 – 0.44
0.21 – 0.71
0.38 – 1.13
0.39 – 1.0

0.97
0.42
0.77
0.81

1.2 x 10-7*
0.03*
3.5 x 10-4*
1.4 x 10-4*

Hypothesis 4
fiber cross-sectional area ~ lamina dry mass
fiber cross-sectional area ~ petiole length
fiber cross-sectional area ~ LMA

log10
log10
log10

0.81
1.39
2.03

0.52 – 1.26
0.76 – 2.56
1.12 – 3.68

0.54
0.036
0.30

0.009*
0.57
0.08

petiole cross-sectional area ~ petiole length
lamina dry mass ~ petiole cross-sectional area
xylem hydraulic diameter ~ dry mass
xylem hydraulic diameter ~ lamina area
total xylem cross-sectional area ~ lamina area
lamina dry mass ~ internode diameter

log10
log10
log10
log10
log10
log10

-1.46
1.21
0.57
0.46
0.89
1.175

-2.45 – -0.87
0.74 – 1.99
0.36 – 0.91
0.26 – 0.79
0.47 – 1.65
0.68 – 2.04

0.09
0.23
0.31
0.10
0.28
0.18

0.36
0.13
0.077
0.34
0.09
0.70

SMA regression (y~x)

Hypothesis 1
Vessels*(mm2)-1 ~ petiole cross-sectional area
Hypothesis 2
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0.00082 ± 0.00085

0.0014 ± 0.0015
0.0019 ± 0.0014
0.0017± 0.0016
0.0028 ± 0.0036
0.00089 ± 0.00079
0.0032 ± 0.0025
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105.5 ± 30

113.5 ± 54.4

128.5 ± 30.4

104 ± 41

184.5 ± 10.6

graveolens

klinghardtense

pulchellum

quercifolium

worcesterae

0.0021 ± 0.0018

0.00057 ± 0.006

0.0011 ± 0.0013

0.00092 ± 0.0011

0.0017 ± 0.0015

0.0011 ± 0.00078

0.0043 ± 0.0045

0.0019 ± 0.0013

glutinosum

0.0025 ± 0.0027

191± 43.1

cucullatum

37 ±19.1

0.0016 ± 0.0022

0.00077 ± 0.00058

77 ± 32.5

cotyledonis

dolomiticum

0.00027 ± 0.00016

0.0055 ± 0.0052

173 ± 21.2

citronellum

0.001 ± 0.0014

0.001 ± 0.001

(mm2) ± SD

(mm2) ± SD

78.5 ± 54.4

Xylem Lumen Area

Xylem Wall Area

ceratophyllum

Peripheral Bundle

Peripheral Bundle

Total Number of
Peripheral Vessels
count ± SD

Pelargonium
Species

59.5 ± 19.1

32

41.5 ± 9.2

32.5 ± 14.8

47 ± 19.8

36 ± 7.1

95

61 ± 11.3

16

119.5 ± 4.9

29.5 ± 14.8

Total Number of
Central Bundle
Vessels count ± SD

0.008 ± 0.0021

0.009

0.012 ± 0.0046

0.015 ± 0.0084

0.021 ± 0.019

0.011 ± 0.0023

0.023

0.03 ± 0.0074

0.003 ± 0.00036

0.03 ± 0.003

0.012 ± 0.008

(mm2) ± SD

Xylem Wall Area

Central Bundle

0.0069 ± 0.0026

0.0029

0.0074 ± 0.0016

0.011 ± 0.01

0.021 ± 0.02

0.019 ± 0.001

0.012

0.024 ± 0.01

0.0018 ± 9.9 x 10-6

0.053 ± 0.0057

0.018 ± 0.02

(mm2) ± SD

Xylem Lumen Area

Central Bundle

Table 5. Cross-sectional areas of vessel cell walls and vessel lumens, shown separately for the peripheral bundles and central bundle. A central
bundle was only present in one of the two replicates for Pelargonium dolomiticum and P. quercifolium, so we did not calculate standard deviations
for those measurements. Similarly, species occasionally had the same number of peripheral bundle or central bundle vessels between the two
replicates. For those measurements, we did not include the standard deviation of zero.

Figure 1. Plastic-embedded sections stained with Toluidine Blue O. In some species fibers were arranged
in bundle caps (A; P. puchellum), covering vascular bundles. In others, a (B) fiber ring surrounded the
interior tissues of the petiole (P. worcesterae). Xylem (X) and phloem (Ph) are labeled within each
vascular bundle. Scale bars are 50 µm.
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Petiole Cross Sectional Area (mm2)

Figure 2. Bivariate plot showing the relationship between fiber arrangement and petiole length. Data
shown is for individuals because fiber rings and bundle caps could be present within the same species.
Triangles = fibers arranged in ring; Circles = fibers arranged in bundle caps. Note that petioles longer
than 40mm had fiber rings exclusively.
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65

log 10 (conduits per mm2 )

Figure 3. Graph showing test of Sperry’s packing rule. The slope of the log base 10 relationship between
conduit diameter and conduits per square millimeter was -1.74. within the range of observed values for
angiosperms not significantly different from the combined angiosperm and gymnosperm relationship
predicted by Sperry’s packing rule (scaling exponent of -2.04). Circles are species means, and the
regression line is the observed SMA relationship.
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Residuals (phloem cross−sectional area)

Figure 4. Relationship between total cross-sectional xylem and phloem areas was isometric across species
when petiole size was partitioned out of the analysis. See Table 4 for statistical analysis. Circles =
residual values for regressions of xylem and phloem areas on total petiole cross-sectional area.
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Residuals (Phloem Area)

Figure 5. Relationships among species between xylem and phloem area for petiole vascular bundles in
different positions. Petiole size has been partitioned out of the analysis, so data are residual values.
Orange circles = abaxial bundles; Blue triangles = central bundles; Green squares = lateral bundles. See
Table 4 for statistical analyses.
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Figure 6. Relationships among species between the log base 10 transformed values for total fiber cross
sectional area and lamina dry mass scaled isometrically (slope not different from 1).
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CHAPTER 3 – Changes in petiole shape and stiffness in relation to lamina traits
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ABSTRACT

Petioles must support the leaf blade while also remaining attached to shoots under high wind and
other environmental disturbance. From a mechanical perspective, petioles are cantilevers that are
fixed at the stem-petiole connection support the mass of the lamina at the free end. Petioles
generally conform to the principle of “economy in design,” wherein they are as stiff as necessary
to support the leaf blade without over allocating carbon to support tissue. Petiole stiffness can be
conferred by a combination of shape, size, or allocation to supportive cell-types like fibers. The
petiole could become stiffer in places that are under more bending stress than others such as the
base, but that has not been investigated. Further, because stiffness can be conferred without using
more space for carbon through shape change, but shape change along the length of the petiole
has also not been investigated. Using 12 species in the genus Pelargonium L’Her, We made field
measurements of leaf traits, mechanical traits, and petiole morphology at three points along the
length of the petiole in order to better understand how petioles are able to confer stiffness along
their length. We found that petioles vary in the degree of shape change by individual, exhibiting
high variability both within and between species. We also used linear modelling to determine the
predictors for petiole stiffness at the base, midpoint and tip. Geophytic species generally had
stiffer shapes from base to tip, while shrubs had nearly the same stiffness from shape at the base
and tip, but were less stiff at the midpoint. Lamina area was the best predictor for petiole
stiffness at the base, midpoint, and tip. We conclude that petioles do change shape along their
length, but shape change is not predictable in the Pelargonium species that we studied. Lamina
area is the driver for petiole flexural stiffness at the base midpoint and tip likely because it
factors strongly into the petiole response to drag from wind.
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Petioles function in service to the leaf blade, providing a path for vascular transport
between the lamina and stem while also maintaining adequate mechanical support to allow for
light interception and to prevent self-shading. The mechanical function of petioles is especially
important because petioles must bend and twist to dissipate external forces while remaining
attached to the plant body. As a result, resistance to bending (flexural rigidity/stiffness; EI) and
twisting (torsional stiffness) of the petiole have been a focal point of the petiole literature
(Niklas, 1991, 1992; Vogel, 1992; Etnier, 1999). Because a combination of twisting and bending
dissipates effects of wind on a leaf, especially if the leaf blade cannot reorient or reshape in
response to wind, the ratio of resistance to twisting and EI has been emphasized (Vogel, 1992;
Etnier, 1999).
The tissues within the petiole are often a combination of parenchyma, vascular tissue, and
a supporting tissue, either sclerenchyma or collenchyma. The arrangement of tissues within the
petiole is highly variable among species (Howard, 1979), but placement of tissue for structural
support is typically near the periphery of the cross-section, while vascular tissue typically occurs
near the interior of the petiole structural tissue in highly variable arrangements. That
arrangement reduces the bending and twisting stress on the vascular tissues by placing them
closer to the center of the petiole where the least bending stress is experienced (Niklas, 1992).
While tissue composition is important, petiole cross-sectional shape can affect
biomechanical properties as well. Mechanically, petioles are cantilevers, fixed to the stem at the
petiole base and supporting the leaf blade at the petiole tip (Niklas, 1992; Niklas and Spatz,
2012). EI is conferred by the product of the second moment of area (I), which takes into account
both cross sectional size and geometry, and the stiffness of the tissues within the petiole, i.e.
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Young’s modulus of the cantilever (E; Niklas, 1992). Petiole shape varies widely, from square
petioles in some species to completely round in others (Howard, 1979). Round petioles are more
resistant to twisting than other cross-sectional shapes, and are resistant to bending in all
directions, while non-round petioles are less resistant to twisting, but resist bending typically
when bent in the plane of the shorter axis in the case of elliptical petioles. As might be expected,
more cross-sectional area allocated to a support tissue like sclerenchyma confers EI through
higher values for E (Ray and Jones, unpublished manuscript; Kokubo et al., 1989; Niklas, 1992).
In many species, I and E trade off such that an increase in one value results in a decrease in the
other, illustrating that shape and size can confer an appreciable proportion of EI (Olson et al.,
2018).
EI is a highly plastic trait and petiole construction is responsive to environmental cues.
As a response to wind, thigmomorphogenesis, can increase stiffness of celery petioles in
response to wind (Venning, 1949). Changes in EI can also have physiological consequences.
Populus, for example, has structurally weaker petiole midpoints allowing that species’
characteristic leaf flutter in wind, which increases O2 flux through the leaf and the lamina
photosynthetic rate (Shive Jr. and Brown, 1978; Niklas, 1991).
Although less commonly a focus of botanical study of petioles than tissue stiffness, the
second moment of area (I) can have a large effect on overall EI (Niklas, 1992). Petiole crosssectional area scales positively with lamina area (Ray and Jones, 2018), such that a change in
petiole cross-sectional area without a change in shape would increase I and thus the overall EI,
without altering petiole movement in wind. Shape and size change along the length of the petiole
has been rarely studied, with the few exceptions of studies that have taken multiple crosssections along the length of the petiole (Watari, 1934, 1939; Schofield, 1968). It is not clear if
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change in size occurs along the length of the petiole in all species. Niklas (1992), for example,
asserts that petioles of simple leaves do not taper, while Howard (1979) notes variation in
petioles size and shape along their length. Size change in petioles, where documented, has been
described as a narrowing of the petiole from base to midpoint and then widening from midpoint
to tip (Howard, 1979).
Few studies have investigated any influence of shape change along the petiole length
despite the obvious mechanical and physiological ramifications. Changing shape while
maintaining the same cross-sectional area can greatly alter the ability of the petiole to bend or
twist along some axes (Niklas, 1992). Shape change along the length of the petiole could affect
the ability of the petiole to provide structural support and the need for additional structural tissue
within the petiole cross-section. Round petioles are equally resistant to bending and twisting in
any plane, while elliptical petioles are more resistant to bending along the lateral axis than the
adaxial-abaxial axis (Niklas, 1992; Niklas and Spatz, 2012). A petiole that is rounder at the
midpoint, for example, would experience the majority of stresses and strains associated with
twisting and bending at the midpoint, while also reducing the effect of those forces on the base
and petiole tip. Changes in shape resulting in an increase in I could also free cross-sectional area
within the petiole that might otherwise be occupied by sclerenchyma or collenchyma for other
uses such as pulvini at the petiole base, or simply more parenchyma to aid in leaf movement
through turgor change. As a result, the movement of leaves in the wind or other environmental
stress can be limited or directed as much by petiole geometry as by the stiffness from the petiole
tissues. Many petioles, for example have a groove along the adaxial surface at the base that
greatly improves the ability of the petiole to resist bending at the base where the majority of
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bending stresses are experienced (Nelson, 1893; Pasini and Mirjalili, 2006; Niklas and Spatz,
2012).
One major obstacle to understanding the effect of shape relative to EI is that shape is
difficult to study because shape and size are both represented in the calculation of the second
moment of area. The shape transformer technique removes the effect of petiole size so shape can
be directly analyzed has generally been only used in biomimetic analysis of petioles (Pasini,
2007; Faisal et al., 2010). The shape transformer is calculated by taking the quotient of a
geometric measurement, for example cross-sectional area, and the same measurement of the
smallest rectangle that encloses the cross-section of interest. The quotient of the shape
transformers for second moment of area and cross-sectional area describe the relative
contribution of shape to EI (Pasini, 2007). Shape transformers have been successfully applied to
a small number of dicotyledonous plants (Pasini, 2007; Faisal et al., 2010), and have also been
used in the analysis of shape change along the length of palm petioles (Windsor-Collins et al.,
2008), but only in engineering applications.
In the limited number of studies that analyze shape change along the petiole length, none
that we are aware of have analyzed the effect of whole plant growth form on petiole
construction. Leaves that are produced well above the ground in shrubs or trees are likely to
experience more disturbance from wind and thus be constructed to better accommodate that
force than those of geophytes that are produced low to the ground, where the wind may be
blocked by surrounding terrain, vegetation, or even the boundary layer close to the ground. In
order to intercept light, geophytes may require stiffer petioles to hold leaves vertically in
orientations that better intercept light, whereas the branches of shrubs likely assume much of the
task of elevating leaves for light interception.
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To determine the degree to which stiffness changes along the length of the petiole and to
investigate the role of shape change and growth form in changes in petiole stiffness, we analyzed
petiole EI and shape at three points along the petiole in three different growth forms. Taking into
account leaf traits, we focused on 12 species of Pelargonium (Geraniaceae L’Her) at two field
sites in South Africa. Pelargonium is a genus known for high leaf diversity and a wide variety of
growth forms (Bakker et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2009). We expected petioles to be stiffer at the
base and midpoint because those areas experience the majority of bending stress. The midpoint,
which experiences much of the twisting force, was expected to be less round than the rest of the
petiole because less round shapes would increase the ratio of twisting to bending resistance
(Vogel, 1992) allowing that point to twist more easily. We expected geophytes to have stiffer
petioles than shrubs because geophyte petioles elevate laminas for light interception compared to
stems of shrubs that fulfil a similar task. Finally, we expected lamina traits such as lamina mass
and area to be correlated with petiole stiffness since the petiole must support lamina mass and
our previous work showed that lamina area is linked to petiole mechanical traits (Ray and Jones
unpublished manuscript). We expected that lamina dissection could also be correlated with
mechanical traits because more dissected leaves could have less lamina mass per unit length and
potentially less drag if the leaves were able to reorient into a more aerodynamic shape (Vogel,
1992), reducing the mechanical requirements for lamina support.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study System and Collection Sites
Pelargonium is a group of approximately 240 species that occur throughout South Africa,
but are concentrated in the Greater Cape Floristic Region (GCFR), a biodiversity hotspot located
along the southern and western coast of South Africa. We collected leaves and conducted
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mechanical tests at two study sites. Naires Namakwa Retreat is located near Springbok, Northern
Cape, South Africa (-29.7024, 17.6660) in Namaqualand. The Namaqualand region is arid,
receiving approximately 20-160 mm of rain annually, concentrated in the winter months (N.
Allsopp et al., 2014). De Hoop Nature Reserve (-34.4382, 20.58980) is located along the
southern coast in the Overberg region of South Africa. It is characterized by Fynbos vegetation,
and nearly aseasonal rainfall, receiving an approximately 400-600 mm of rain (N. Allsopp et al.,
2014). Shrubs, succulents, and geophytes occur at both sites, and one species of geophyte (P.
triste) occurs at both sites.
Petiole Morphological Measurements
We collected leaves from a 3-5 individuals for 14 species of Pelargonium (Table 1) on which to
measure lamina and petiole morphological traits. All anatomical measurements were made on
fresh tissue prior to mechanical measurements. Petiole cross sectional shape dimensions were
measured with digital calipers (3415, Traceable, Webster, Texas, USA) in the horizontal axis and
then perpendicular to that dimension at three points along the petiole length: 3 mm from the
petiole base, at the midpoint, and 3 mm from the petiole tip. Petioles are often slightly swollen at
the connection with the stem and lamina where the veins are reorganizing (Howard 1979), so we
chose to measure slightly above those points so we were measuring the shape of the petiole
outside of these transitional zones.
Fresh petioles were stored individually in plastic bags on ice until measured. We
measured petiole fresh mass on a digital balance (Quest Adventurer Pro AV53, Ohaus, USA).
Petioles of fresh leaves were scanned on a flatbed scanner (LIDE 120, Canon, USA) and petiole
length was measured from scanned images with the Fiji distribution of ImageJ (Schindelin et al.,
2012). Petiole dry mass was not measured because we fixed a small portion of the petiole
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midpoint in FAA made according to Ruzin (Ruzin, 1999) in the event that anatomical
measurements were necessary.
Mechanical tests
To measure the EI of the midpoint, we conducted a three-point bend test on 3-5 petioles for nine
species of Pelargonium (Table 1). The three-point bend test was conducted with a mechanical
test stand operated by a handwheel (SVH 220, Imada, Northbrook, Illinois, USA) and equipped
with a 50N load cell (DS2, Imada, Northbrook, Illinois, USA). We bent all petioles to a
minimum displacement of 1.5 mm. The span was adjusted to maintain the span to depth ratio
greater than 19 to avoid shear forces (Lahaye, Civeyrel, Speck & Rowe 2005). Because force and
cross-head speed were manually applied, we standardized the test speed to 0.025mm/s using a
digital stopwatch. We calculated flexural rigidity as:
EI = (L3/48) b

(1)

Where L is the distance between the supports (mm) and b is the slope of the linear regression for
the linear portion of the force-deflection curve. We calculated Young’s Modulus (E) by dividing
EI by the second moment of area (I). Since Pelargonium petioles are generally round to elliptic
along their length, we calculated the second moment of area from our morphological
measurements of petiole width and height using the formula for an ellipse:
I = ( p/4) a3 b

(2)

Where a is the radius of the vertical axis and b is the radius of the horizontal axis of the
ellipse.
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Because bending tests cannot be performed at the base and tip of the petiole, we also
conducted punch tests at the base, midpoint, and tip as another way of measuring EI at all three
locations. Punch tests were conducted after bend tests for eight species with a modified
dissecting microscope stand fitted with a digital force meter with a 0.5 mm diameter probe
attached to the measurement side. The probe speed was (1 mm/s). We recorded force curves for
all punch tests and used the maximum force (forcepunch) achieved during the punch test as a
proxy measurement of the EI. Punch tests at the midpoint were displaced 3mm from the
midpoint to avoid any artifact induced by the bend tests.
Lamina Traits
Fresh laminas were scanned on a flatbed scanner for measurement of lamina area and perimeter
in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012).We measured fresh lamina mass on a digital balance, then dried
the leaves in an oven for a minimum of 2 days at 80°C. Dried leaves were then weighed again for
lamina dry mass.
Calculation of shape transformers
We calculated two shape transformers for each measurement location. The shape transformer of
the cross-sectional area (ya) was calculated as the cross-sectional area divided by the crosssectional area of the smallest bounding rectangle (Pasini, 2007). We similarly calculated the
shape transformer for the second moment of area (yI). To calculate the bounding rectangle, we
used the measured width and height of each region as the width and height of a rectangle. The
contribution of shape to mechanical stiffness was calculated as yI/ya, which we designate as tS.
All petioles were modelled as ellipses, so the shape stiffness in this case is a measure of how
size-free petiole roundness contributes to bending stiffness.
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Statistical Analyses
We conducted all statistical analyses in R (version 3.4.3). All data were non-normal
according to Shapiro-Wilk tests for species and growth form means, so all analyses are nonparametric analogs to linear tests. One species (P. carnosum) was removed from analyses where
noted because it was an outlier, most likely due to its high succulence compared to other species
in the study. We included it in all plots for comparison since it was one of two succulents we
measured. High lamina and petiole succulence is characteristic of sect. Otidia; our observations
for this species suggest that petioles in this lineage merit further investigation. We tested for
differences between more than two groups using a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test. When
significant differences between groups were found, we used a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to
determine which groups were significantly different. To test comparisons between two groups
(those that would be tested via t-test), we used a Conover-Iman test. All tests were evaluated
with alpha = 0.05.
Linear modeling of petiole EI
To link lamina traits with petiole mechanical traits, we built linear models to predict
forcepunch (used as a proxy for EI) at each of the three measured petiole locations for both
geophytes and shrubs. Our model building started with an a priori model that was based on our
expectations for the types of force each petiole location would experience because we had more
traits than degrees of freedom due to our sample size. Insignificant terms were removed until the
model AIC was minimized. We used an AIC cutoff of >2 to determine best fitting models
according to Burnham and Anderson (Burnham and Anderson, 2013).
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Some predictors were likely to be collinear because they were calculated from other
measured lamina traits. For example, leaf dissection index (LDI) is calculated in part from
lamina area. We calculated Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) for those models and if the VIF
indicated collinearity, we removed one of the two collinear variables and proceeded with model
selection. We then ran model selection again with the other collinear variable.
RESULTS
General morphology
Petiole lengths ranged from 2.1 – 12.2 cm (Table 2). Lamina masses ranged from 0.06 g for the
small linear leaves of P. pilosellifolium to 3.75 g for P. graveolens. Lamina area species means
were between 5.1 and 66.4 cm2. Means for leaf and petiole traits for species grouped by growth
forms were not statistically distinguishable due to high variability among individual species
(Table 3), especially for lamina area. Leaf dissection was highly variable, as is common in
Pelargonium (Jones et al., 2009). P. triste has highly dissected leaves as reflected by its LDI
(LDI = 29.2 ± 8.26), whereas the majority of species had a range of lobed (for example, P.
lobatum, LDI = 7.9 ± 1.51) to simple or slightly lobed leaves (P. alchemilloides; LDI = 5.42 ±
0.2).
Midpoint punch force is highly correlated with EI (bending resistance, as expected)
Maximum forcepunch at the midpoint was highly correlated with petiole EI at the
midpoint, thus we interpret forcepunch values as reasonable measures of EI (r2 = 0.92, p < 0.001;
Figure 1; P. carnosum is not included in the regression). EI is the product of the inherent
stiffness of the petiole (E) and I. We found a negative trend between inherent stiffness (E) and
the midpoint punch test values, but the relationship between E and forcepunch at the midpoint was
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statistically insignificant (Figure 2; r2 = 0.27, p = 0.07). The second moment of area was
significantly related to punch force at the midpoint (r2 = 0.31, p = 0.05). Taken together, these
results suggest that while the punch test appears to be a reliable measure of EI, it is more
influenced by I than E in petioles.
Species differ in roundness at specific points
To determine whether species vary in the directions they are capable of bending, we investigated
the extent of roundness at all three locations along the petiole. We found differences in petiole
roundness among species, but these differences depended on the species being compared and the
measurement point along the petiole (base: p < 0.001; midpoint: p < 0.001; tip: p < 0.001; Table
4).
There were no consistent differences in petiole roundness among species at any of the three
points along the petiole (base: p = 0.07; midpoint: p = 0.28, tip: p = 0.08), likely due to the high
variation among individuals within species. Only P. alchimiliodes was significantly different in
roundness along the length of the petiole when we analyzed individual species (c2 = 6.2, p =
0.01).
Growth forms differ in roundness along the length of the petiole.
There also was no significant difference between roundness along the petiole length when
species were grouped by growth form (geophyte: p = 0.28; succulent: p = 0.16; shrub: p = 0.47),
but geophytes differed from shrubs in the general pattern of shape change along the petiole.
General trends show that while shrubs and succulents became relatively more elliptical at the
midpoint, geophytes became less elliptic from base to tip, with the largest degree of change
between the base and midpoint (Figure 3), but again, these differences were not significant.
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Flexural rigidity: EI did not differ along petiole length within species, but differed between
species
We found no significant difference in petiole EI as represented by maximum punch force
measurements along the length of the petiole within species, but there were significant
differences between some species at each measurement location (Table 5). Specifically, at the
midpoint, 8 species differed from at least one other species in forcepunch, at the base 7 species
differed from one other species, and at the tip three species differed. Likewise, petiole length did
not predict EI across species means or at any location along the petiole within species.
We also did not find significant differences in EI along the petiole when species were
grouped by growth form.
Size-transformed shape stiffness is different in geophytes vs. shrubs
Because EI is the product of E and I, and I incorporates cross-sectional area, we used
shape transformers to analyze the relative contribution of shape independent of cross-sectional
area to EI along the length of the petiole. At the species level, we found a significant difference
in shape contribution to petiole stiffness (tS) along the length of the petiole in P. pilosellifolium
(p < 0.001), but no longitudinal differences for any other species.
At the level of growth forms, tS did not differ along the length of the petiole in shrubs
(Kruskal-Wallis c2 = 0.11, p = 0.94) or succulents (Kruskal-Wallis c2 = 3.4, p = 0.17), but in
geophytes, the shapes of midpoint and tip were significantly larger than the base tS (KruskalWallis c2 = 10.7, p<0.001; Conover-Iman pairwise tests compared to the base: midpoint p=0.03;
tip p = 0.001). Comparing growth forms, petioles had a higher contribution of shape to petiole
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stiffness at the petiole base and tip in both shrubs and succulents, but in geophytes, shape
contributed increasingly more to petiole stiffness from base to tip (Figure 4).
Lamina area and mass predict different petiole mechanical traits
Lamina area predicted petiole length in two species: P. echinatum (r2 = 0.41, p = 0.04)
and P. pilosellifolium (r2 = 0.65, p = 0.003), and the overall relationship between lamina area and
petiole length was significant (r2 = 0.71, p = 0.005; Figure 5). The relationship between lamina
area and lamina fresh mass was significant (r2 = 0.77, p < 0.001), and lamina area also predicted I
(r2 = 0.89, p < 0.001).
We expected EI would be predicted by the load at the end of the petiole, i.e. lamina fresh
mass. We found that across all species, EI at the petiole tip was strongly predicted by lamina
fresh mass (F = 32.83, r2 = 0.80, p < 0.001), as was EI at the petiole base (F = 18.91, r2 = 0.69,
p=0.003). However, EI at the petiole midpoint was not predicted by lamina mass (p = 0.16).
Lamina area strongly predicts I (r2 = 0.75, p < 0.001; Figure 6). Lamina area also predicted EI at
all three sampled locations along the petiole (base: F = 88.75, r2 = 0.92, p < 0.001; midpoint: F =
11.37, r2 = 0.56, p = 0.01; tip: F = 51.77, r2 = 0.86, p < 0.001).
Dissection of the lamina makes the lamina lighter for a given lamina length and thus
lowers the mechanical requirements of the petiole, so we tested whether LDI predicted the EI at
any of the sampled points along the petiole. LDI was not a predictor at the base (r2 = 0.03, p =
0.65), midpoint (r2 = 0, p = 0.99), or tip (r2 = 0, p = 0.89) of the petiole. Lamina dry mass per
fresh area (LMA), a measure of carbon allocation to the leaf relative to size, was also not a
predictor for the petiole EI (base: r2 = 0, p = 0.66; midpoint: r2 = 0, p = 0.99; tip: r2 = 0, p = 0.89).
Lamina area, rather than mass predicts flexural rigidity at all locations along the petiole.
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To test the hypothesis that petiole EI was influenced by different leaf traits at different petiole
regions, we built linear models reflecting our hypotheses about each region. At the petiole tip,
our a priori model was that the flexural rigidity would be predicted by the fresh mass of the
lamina, and lamina area, since the petiole base and tip support the lamina mass, and larger leaves
could distribute the mass in a way that would require more stiffness at those points. The final
model, selected by AIC, indicated that EI at the petiole tip was best predicted by only lamina
area (Table). Similarly, at the base, the best model by AIC was also just the effect of lamina area.
At the midpoint, we tested two a priori models. The dissection of the lamina could change the
way it bends and twists, either by reducing the mass or by change the way the lamina moves in
wind, so we used lamina fresh mass and LDI as predictors. Our second model was the same as
for the base and the tip, where we used lamina area and lamina mass as predictors. The final
model for the petiole midpoint was the same as for the base and the tip, where lamina area was
the best and only predictor (Table 6).
DISCUSSION

Despite leaf areas and masses that varied among species by an order of magnitude, we
found few differences in petiole EI among species, even when accounting for differences in
position along the petiole. We attribute this lack of difference to high variability in all lamina and
petiole traits within species. When analyzed at the individual leaf level, petiole EI is predicted by
lamina area more so than mass. These results based on field-grown plants are consistent with a
greenhouse study on a different set of species, in which lamina area predicts independently both
petiole geometry and lamina physiological traits (Ray and Jones, unpublished manuscript).
Lamina area is highly correlated with the second moment of area, I, which exerts a stronger
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effect on petiole EI than E, the inherent tissue stiffness. Thus, is appears that petiole stiffness is
determined at the level of individual leaves rather than at the level of species, suggesting a high
degree of developmental coordination between variation in leaf area and petioles (ref.), most
likely due to phenotypic plasticity, that overrides either species-level or growth form-level
variation. Even so, when species are grouped into growth forms, we find differences in the
contribution of transformed, size-independent shape to EI of the petiole, suggesting changes in
petiole transformed shape affects stiffness along the length of the petiole differently in different
growth forms. We also recognize that because our analysis used shape transformers to estimate
shape EI, the underlying anatomy, if hetereogenous along the petiole length, may be conferring
some additional stiffness at points that appear less rigid simply based on the shape analysis.
The relationship between punch force and EI has been previously demonstrated for
laminas (Onoda et al., 2011), but this study is the first application of that technique to leaf
petioles that we know of. While we expected punch force to be related to EI, we also expected
that punch force would be significantly related to E because there is a direct relationship between
punch force and tissue density in laminas (Onoda et al., 2011). The lack of a relationship
between E and punch force illustrates the effect that shape can have on mechanics of cantilever
beams. For our data, punch force was a robust test of EI at locations that cannot be easily be bent
in a three-point bend test i.e., the petiole base and tip and I was significantly related to the punch
force, suggesting that shape and size impact the punch force more than the petiole tissue
composition in this case.
The role of shape in petiole stiffness and shape change along the petiole
Overall, the petiole base for shrubs and succulents had the highest flexural stiffness,
while the midpoint and tip in both growth forms had lower EI. Petioles of geophytes became
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more flexurally stiff (had a higher EI) from base to tip. Shrub petioles had nearly equal stiffness
at the base and tip, but the midpoint had markedly less stiffness conferred by shape. This is the
same pattern reported for palms (Windsor-Collins et al., 2008). Our roundness data agreed with
the stiffness analysis, showing that the petioles become slightly rounder at the midpoint, and the
punch force data also showed lower EI at the midpoint. A change to a less elliptic shape, while
maintaining the same anatomy would result in the petiole being equally resistant to bending and
twisting in all directions (Niklas, 1992; Vogel, 1992), allowing the midpoint of the petiole to be
the primary location where bending and twisting happen in the wind.
Petioles deflect to some degree to simply to support the weight of the leaf blade, but they
could bend nearly anywhere along the petiole length (Niklas, 1992; Niklas and Spatz, 2012).
Lower shape bending resistance at the midpoint allows the stress and strain associated with
bending to be moved to a location that does not experience as much of the shear force as the base
and tip. In Populus, for example, bending or oscillating at the midpoint of the petiole provides
the a beneficial oscillation frequency or amplitude to aid in gas exchange (Shive Jr. and Brown,
1978). The most likely place for bending and twisting would be locally at the tip of the petiole,
immediately next to where the lamina is being loaded by drag from wind. Leaf angle is,
however, is important for proper light interception (Chazdon and Pearcy, 1991), and by
remaining slightly more stiff at the tip, the petiole may be able to maintain a more consistent leaf
angle than if the petiole tip were the primary location for bending.
Unlike in shrubs, in geophytes, EI was nearly equal at all points along the petiole, but had
more stiffness conferred by shape (higher tS) than E at the base relative to the tip: base tS was
statistically distinguishable from the midpoint and tip. Their roundness followed the same pattern
as tS, becoming less elliptic from base to tip. Since the EI did not change, and nor did I (from
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midpoint to tip), it appears that geophytes accommodate the force from wind at the tip of the
petiole, rather than at the midpoint like shrubs. Rounder petioles are more resistant to twisting
than elliptical petioles, and are equally resistant to bending in all directions (Niklas, 1992; Vogel,
1992). There are two reasons that the tip of geophyte petioles may be the region that is
structurally more likely to bend. First, many geophytic petioles we collected were on the ground
or even partially underground, so the majority of the gravitational force, as well as the force from
winds would be experienced close to the petiole tip where the lamina is held away from the soil.
Second, the leaves of geophytes in Pelargonium track the sun to varying extents (Mocko et al.,
2017), and although there was no statistically distinguishable difference in I, which in this case
reflects the cross-sectional area, there was a slight tendency for I to increase from base to tip. In
other words, the tip of the petiole has more cross-sectional area suggesting more area is occupied
by parenchyma, or even just more turgor at the petiole tip resulting in a slightly more crosssectional area, which would both confer a small amount of additional stiffness and could allow
for turgor-based leaf movements. Careful comparative anatomical study of the midpoint and tips
of the petioles would be necessary to determine if there is more parenchyma, or even specialized
tissue to support leaf movement in geophytes at the petiole tip.
The relationship between lamina traits and petiole stiffness
We did not find a difference in the predictors of shape stiffness for the three sampled
petiole locations despite the differing patterns of shape and stiffness that we expected would
indicate differing roles for the support provided by the petiole. Instead, lamina area was the best
predictor for EI at all three petiole locations. We previously found that for petioles bent at the
midpoint, lamina area was the best predictor of I, a portion of EI, so the data here confirm our
previous findings (Ray and Jones unpublished manuscript) for a different set of Pelargonium
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species greenhouse conditions. We did not find a relationship between lamina mass and petiole
EI at any of the three points we sampled, contrary to the demonstrated allometric relationship
between lamina biomass and petiole EI (Niklas, 1994). Lamina fresh mass represents the total
mass that must be supported by the petiole, and should scale with petiole flexural stiffness to
maintain a given leaf angle. Heavier laminas would require more support from the petiole
(Niklas, 1992, 1994). But, most petioles conform to the principle of “Economy in Design,” that
is, their construction is such that they contain the minimum transverse area necessary to satisfy
the strength requirements to support the lamina (Niklas, 1993), so it is possible that Pelargonium
petioles are strong enough, either from shape or from the specific cellular properties within the
petiole, that the economical design is to maintain flexural stiffness rather than increase it in
response to lamina mass.
At the tip of the petiole, we expected EI to be predicted in part by the degree of leaf
dissection because a greater degree of dissection could result in more drag on the lamina, but
LDI was not correlated with petiole EI at any point. Wind tunnel experiments have shown that
dissected leaves are actually the most aerodynamic in strong winds because they are capable of
reconfiguring into aerodynamic shapes more easily that entire leaves (Vogel, 2009), so it is
possible that leaves of a higher LDI are actually more capable of enduring high winds without
damage. Petiole length is factor in the ability of leaves to reconfigure in wind, but we did not
find a relationship between petiole length and the degree of leaf dissection, suggesting that
petiole lengths may either not matter in Pelargonium or simply not be a factor in reacting to
wind in this species.
Conclusions
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The dynamics of petiole support are complex, involving not just anatomy, but also size
and morphology. Petiole flexural stiffness varies along the length of the petiole, as does the
stiffness from shape. Geophytes are stiffer at the petiole tip than at their base, contrasting with
shrubs and highlighting a novel difference between the two growth forms. Lamina area is the
best predictor for petiole flexural stiffness at the three points we sampled, possibly due to the
necessity for the petiole to endure the drag from wind passing over the lamina. This research
provides additional evidence for the importance of lamina area in not just petiole length, but also
in petiole shape and the strategies employed in conferring petiole stiffness.
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Abbreviation
alch
cand
carn
cord
cult
echi
grav
hisp
loba
pilo
scab
tris

Pelargonium species

alchemilloides

candicans

carnosum

cordifolium

cultivar

echinatum

graveolens

hispidum

lobatum

pilosellifolium

scabrum

triste

geophyte

shrub

geophyte

geophyte

shrub

shrub

succulent

shrub

geophyte

succulent

geophyte

geophyte

Growth Form

Naires

Naires

DeHoop

DeHoop

DeHoop

Naires

DeHoop

Naires

DeHoop

Naires

DeHoop

DeHoop

Collection Site

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

5

5

n

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Mechanical
Measurements

Table 1. Growth form, collection site, and number of replicates (n) for each collected Pelargonium species. “Cultivar” was an unidentified
Pelargonium cultivar collected in a garden area of the Naires site. Species denoted with an “X” were used in the subset for mechanical
measurements.
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Petiole Length
(cm)

3.97 ± 0.73

5.03 ± 0.38

2.79 ± 1.40

5.39 ± 1.47

12.0 ± 2.80

3.91 ± 0.74

6.36 ± 0.54

12.19 ± 1.97

5.36 ± 3.13

2.71 ± 0.33

2.67 ± 0.61

2.89 ± 1.45

Pelargonium
species

alchemilloides

candicans

carnosum

cordifolium

cultivar

echinatum

graveolens

hispidum

lobatum

pilocelifolium

scabrum

triste

0.38 ± 0.43

0.32 ± 0.19

0.010 ± 0.0034

0.24 ± 0.1

0.85 ± 0.35

0.53 ± 0.09

0.05 ± 0.02

1.76 ± 0.42

0.20 ± 0.09

0.25 ± 0.08

0.042 ± 0.0053

0.029 ± 0.01

Petiole Fresh
Mass (g)

1.2 ± 0.13

0.23 ± 0.04

0.046 ± 0.02

1.7 ± 1.2

1.6 ± 0.9

3.75 ± 0.76

0.31 ± 0.1

7.5 ± 1.9

0.85 ± 0.31

2.5 ± 0.63

0.18 ± 0.047

0.13 ± 0.03

Lamina Fresh
Mass (g)

0.21 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.01

0.02 ± 0.01

0.24 ± 0.13

0.66 ± 0.76

2.05 ± 0.52

0.05 ± 0.01

1.2 ± 0.06

0.17± 0.05

0.024 ± 0.01

0.049 ± 0.027

0.0188 ± 0.0068

Lamina Dry
Mass (g)

33.0 ± 16.4

5.16 ± 0.6

1.62 ± 0.06

39.5 ± 31.0

58.6 ± 8.5

66.4 ± 17.1

8.3 ± 3.7

129.6 ± 16.4

22.8 ± 7.6

6.2 ± 1.6

7.05 ± 1.06

5.08 ± 0.78

Lamina
Area (cm2)

176.8 ± 94.4

14.1 ± 1.21

8.11 ± 1.81

50.9 ± 36.3

56.2 ± 4.65

41.5 ± 5.94

12.7 ± 2.65

52.1 ± 2.66

23.5 ± 3.61

20.0 ± 5.98

14.9 ± 0.78

12.2 ± 1.08

Lamina
Perimeter (cm)

30.2 ± 9.21

6.21 ± 0.43

6.37 ± 1.4

7.87 ± 2.42

7.40 ± 0.95

5.38 ± 0.28

4.56 ± 0.24

4.60 ± 0.43

4.98 ± 0.18

8.77 ± 1.2

5.64 ± 0.54

5.42 ± 0.20

LDI

Table 2. Lamina and petiole traits for 12 species of Pelargonium. Values are shown as species means ± standard deviation. Relevant statistics are
in text. LDI = Leaf Dissection Index.
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Petiole
Length (cm)

4.4 ± 1.56

7.94 ± 4.74

2.97 ± 0.24

Growth Form

Geophyte (6)

Shrub (4)

Succulent (2)

0.14 ± 0.16

0.82 ± 0.58

0.16 ± 0.15

Petiole Fresh
Mass (g)

0.0092 ± 0.0031

0.22 ± 0.23

0.09 ± 0.14

Petiole Dry Mass
(g)

6.78 ± 0.84

66.2 ± 52.7

16.5 ± 13.3

Lamina Area
(cm2)

1.34 ± 1.58

3.33 ± 3.21

0.92 ± 1.09

Lamina Fresh
Mass (g)

0.045 ± 0.029

1.0 ± 0.82

0.17 ± 0.21

Lamina Dry
Mass (g)

Table 3. Growth form mean ± standard deviation for lamina and petiole morphological measurements. Numbers in parentheses next to growth
form are the number of species with that growth form.

Table 4. Table of species between which we found significant differences for roundness at the base
midpoint or tip. b=base, m=midpoint, t=tip; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. Species abbreviations:
carn = P. carnosum,, cord = P. cordifolium, cult = unidentified cultivar, echi = P. echinatum, grav = P.
graveolens, loba = P. lobatum, pilo = P. pilocelifolium, scab = P. scabrum, triste=P.triste.

Species

carn

loba

t*

pilo

b***

cord

cult

echi

grav

triste

b***

m***

b***

b***

m***

t*

m***

b***

m***

scab

b***
m**

m***

m**

t***
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106

0.56

0.07

0.6

echi

hisp

loba

0.18

cord

0.07

0.14

carn

cult

p-value

Pelargonium
species

m **

t **

m ***

carn

cord

b*

cult

b **

echi

hisp

loba

pilo

scab

triste

Table 5. p-values for Kruskal-Wallace test for differences in forcepunch of base, midpoint, and tip by species, and differences between species.
b=base, m=midpoint, t=tip; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. Abbreviations as in Table 4.
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p-value

0.12

0.37

0.55

Pelargonium
species

pilo

scab

tris
t*

m
**

b **

carn
b **

cord

m **

b **

m ***

b **

cult
m*

echi

b **

m **

b ***

hisp

loba

m ***

m*

pilo

t*

scab
b ***

triste

Table 5 (cont’d). p-values for Kruskal-Wallace test for differences in forcepunch of base, midpoint, and tip by species, and differences between
species. b=base, m=midpoint, t=tip; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. Abbreviations as in Table 4.

Table 6. A priori followed by final models using lamina traits to predict EI at base, midpoint, and tip with
change in AIC comparing a priori model to final model. DAIC values. For the petiole tip, we tested two
models. AIC value for the second a priori model (lamina mass + lamina area) is the difference between
that model and the first a priori model. We considered models with a DAIC > 2 to be better according to
(Burnham and Anderson, 2013). For the petiole tip, models were nearly equivalent, but the terms within
the model were only significant for the final model.

DAIC

Model (y ~ x)
Petiole base
EIbase ~ Lamina Mass + Lamina Area
EIbase ~ Lamina Area

8.6

Petiole midpoint
EIbase ~ Lamina Mass + Lamina Area
EIbase ~ Lamina Area

3.8

Petiole tip
EIbase ~ Lamina Mass + LDI
EIbase ~ Lamina Mass + Lamina Area

2.6

EIbase ~ Lamina Area

1.79
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Flexural stiffness (EI) was highly correlated with forcepunch at the petiole midpoint (r2 = 0.61, p =
0.007). Colored points are means for individual species. Regression line is shown with grey 95%
confidence interval.

Figure 2. The relationship between Young’s modulus and forcepunch was marginally insignificant (r2 =
0.27, p = 0.07). Points are species means and colors are independent species

Figure 3. Petiole roundness for growth forms had different, but not statistically significant patterns from
base to tip. Shrubs and succulents were slightly more elliptical at the midpoint than at the base and tip.
Succulents were the only growth form that was completely round at any point along the petiole.
Geophytes became less elliptic from base to tip. Grey dotted line denotes a perfectly round petiole, where
width and height measurements would be equal. Points that with a roundness of less than 1 are wider in
the lateral dimensions and those with roundness larger than 1 are elliptical with the long axis in the
adaxial-abaxial plane.

Figure 4. Stiffness contribution by shape (yI/yA) was not significantly different between species or within
species across the sampled petiole locations. The patterns of yI/yA, were striking. Succulents and shrubs
had less shape stiffness at the midpoint, while geophytes increased in shape stiffness from base to tip.
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Figure 5. The second moment of area (I) was predicted by lamina area (r2 = 0.75, p < 0.001), as
previously reported for Pelargonium species grown in a greenhouse setting. Points are species means, and
regression line is shown with grey 95% confidence interval. P. cultivar was removed from the analysis
because it was a clear outlier (extreme leaf area and I) that had a strong effect on the r2 (increased it 0.87).

Figure 6. Bivariate plot of the significant linear relationship between lamina area and petiole length (r2 =
0.71, p = 0.005). Points are species means, and regression line is shown with the 95% confidence interval
in grey.
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ABSTRACT
Petioles are vital for the interception of light and for the movement of photosynthate and
water. They must, however, balance transport functions with the mechanical demands
positioning leaves for optimal light interception. In stems, mechanical support trades off with
conduction efficiency, but whether this tradeoff also occurs in petioles is unexplored. We
measured physiological, anatomical, and mechanical traits of petioles in conjunction with
physiological and anatomical lamina traits with the goal of better understanding the interactions
between mechanical support and leaf physiology in six species of Pelargonium L’Hér grown
from cuttings. Mechanical traits were predicted by anatomical and lamina traits related to lamina
mass, and physiological traits were predicted by traits related to water movement. Using
piecewise structural equation modeling, we found no evidence of a tradeoff between petiole
mechanical traits and leaf physiological traits. We also find that lamina area alone predicts both
physiological (maximum photosynthetic rate and maximum petiole sap flow velocity) and
mechanical (second moment of area) traits, suggesting leaf size is an “organizing trait” that
independently determines support for leaf display and leaf physiological traits.
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INTRODUCTION
Efficient transport of water through stems to leaves is essential for the acquisition of CO2 and
photosynthate transport by terrestrial plants. Tissues facilitating transport also must be
mechanically supported and have some degree of safety from cavitation. Because space within
the plant body is finite, specialization of a tissue for one particular task, such as efficient water
movement, can lead to tradeoffs with other specialized tissues such as those that function in
support. Well-documented relationships among mechanical support, water conduction efficiency,
and safety from embolism in woody stems present a classic example of functional tradeoffs in
plants (for a review, see Pratt and Jacobson 2016). For example, Gleason (2016) found that for
335 woody angiosperm or 89 gymnosperm species investigated, none demonstrated both high
stem hydraulic conductivity (defined as volume flow rate/pressure gradient) and high resistance
to cavitation, supporting evidence for a tradeoff between efficiency and safety. In angiosperms,
safety from cavitation is correlated with stiffer stems (Jacobsen et al. 2005; Jacobsen et al. 2007;
Pratt et al. 2007) attributed to the amount of fibers at the tissue-level (Jacobsen et al. 2005).
Whether the series of tradeoffs between conduction efficiency, mechanical support and safety
from embolism apply to other plant organs, i.e. leaves and roots, has not been generally
established. Leaf petioles provide the only path of water from stem to lamina and like stems are
cylindrical structures with limited cross-sectional area. Petioles must be stiff enough to hold the
lamina away from the stem to increase light interception and minimize self-shading. Similar to
woody stems, petioles could be subject to a tradeoff between the allocation of cross-sectional
area to conducting cells versus that to uniquely structural tissues such as collenchyma and fibers.
Within the petiole cross-section, vascular tissue (xylem and phloem) is commonly arranged into
individual vascular bundles rather than a single, central vascular cylinder (Vesque 1885; Acqua
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1888; Howard 1979). Ray and Jones (2018) found that within individual petiole bundles, the
expected tradeoff between conduit number and cross-sectional area for stems proposed by Sperry
(Savage et al. 2010) was supported. Furthermore, a high proportion of whole plant resistance to
flow through the xylem is attributed to the petiole (Sack & Holbrook 2006), but the cause for
such resistance is unknown. High resistance to flow through the petiole could reflect a tradeoff
between efficiency and biomechanics if cross-sectional area for water movement is limited by
the amount of space necessary for structural tissue. However, collenchyma and fibers often only
occupy a small fraction of the total cross-sectional area (Ray and Jones, 2018) because support in
petioles can also be provided by cross-sectional shape and turgor. Consequently, the extent to
which a tradeoff should be observed at the level of whole petiole cross sectional area between
tissues devoted to support versus conduction is unclear. We found no anatomical evidence for the
existence of a mechanical/conduction efficiency tradeoff in petioles of 11 species of Pelargonium
when considering all tissues in the petiole, i.e. not just the individual bundles (Ray & Jones
2018). In fact, we found that xylem and fiber cross-sectional area scaled positively, that is, as
xylem cross-sectional area increased, fiber cross-sectional area also increased (Ray & Jones
2018).
Although we found no evidence for a structural tradeoff between conduction and mechanical
support in Pelargonium petioles, we cannot infer the absence of a tradeoff in function. For
example, even if xylem and fiber cross-sectional areas stay the same, xylem with wide conduits
and potentially high sap velocities could be less resistant to bending if fiber wall thickness stays
the same. Furthermore, anatomy may not predict mechanical function if turgor in parenchyma
and cross-sectional shape and area provide support independent of fiber area, or if conduit
diameter and theoretical hydraulic conductance do not necessarily reflect actual rates of sap flow
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under normal growing conditions. To explore the potential for functional tradeoffs that are not
necessarily reflected in petiole anatomy, we directly measured petiole stiffness (modulus of
elasticity) as a measure of mechanical strength. On the same plants, we also measured a suite of
physiological variables related to water movement as measures of efficiency, including petiole
xylem sap velocity, stomatal conductance, and maximum photosynthetic rate. To look for
evidence of a tradeoff, we tested a number of hypotheses regarding the relationship between
anatomical characters and their relationship to mechanical or physiological traits, and then used
those analyses to build a piecewise structural equation model that combined mechanical and
physiological traits into a single model. Our hypotheses are as follows:
(A) A larger fraction of fiber wall area within the petiole cross-section results in more
inherent stiffness (larger Young's Modulus)
Stiffness is measured as the resistance of the petiole to bending (EI), is the product of the
second moment of area (I) and Young's modulus (E) (Niklas 1992; Niklas & Spatz 2012).
Young’s modulus represents the intrinsic stiffness of petiole tissues as a whole, also referred to as
the bulk modulus. The second moment of area represents the shape and size of the petiole. When
measuring structures of the same shape, the second moment of area represents petiole crosssectional area. Fiber cross-sectional area scales with the cross-sectional area of petiole (Ray &
Jones 2018), but for a given fiber cross-sectional area, fibers with thicker walls should confer
more stiffness. Thus, we hypothesized that petioles with a larger fraction of their cross-sectional
area occupied by fiber walls would have a higher Young's modulus.
(B) Faster xylem sap flow velocities should be associated with larger vessel lumens and
higher stomatal conductance and CO2 assimilation.
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Sap flow velocity through the petiole at a given negative pressure is limited by the total
conducting lumen area and individual vessel diameters of the xylem because flow through
conduits scales with radius to the fourth power at a given pressure. As a result, in a common
environment where the evaporative demand at the is leaf is equal among species and water is not
limited, those with larger diameter conduits might be expected to have faster sap flow velocities
for the same total amount of conducting area. We hypothesized that species with larger
hydraulically weighted mean vessel diameters would have faster sap flow rates. Since
transpiration is controlled by the stomata, and water availability effects the leaf photosynthesis,
we also measured stomatal conductance, and CO2 assimilation. Leaf and stem hydraulic
conductivity have both previously been associated with higher stomatal conductance and CO2
assimilation (Santiago et al. 2004; Brodribb 2009). Sap flow rates through petioles should follow
the same trend. We expected we would find positive relationships between maximum sap flow
velocity and maximum CO2 assimilation (Amax), and maximum sap flow velocity and maximum
stomatal conductance. That is, higher maximum sap flow velocities were hypothesized to be
associated with higher CO2 assimilation rates, higher stomatal conductance, and larger conduit
areas. Sap velocities and CO2 assimilation should be negatively influenced by drought, so we
expected that species that experienced a low water regime would have lower rates of stomatal
conductance, Amax, and slower sap flow velocities than species that received more water.
Specifically, we expected that such an effect would be increased in species with wider vessels
because they would lose water more quickly than species with narrower vessels.
Structural Equation Modeling
By building models to test our mechanical and physiological models, it was our goal to create
an experimental framework with which we could link mechanics with anatomy and physiology
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through structural equation modeling. We expected that if there was a tradeoff between
physiological and mechanical traits, the structural equation model would reveal a direct
connection between such traits.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We grew eight cuttings from six evergreen species of Pelargonium (Geraniaceae, L’Her.). Leaf
sizes and shapes in those species ranged from entire to moderately dissected (Figure 1) and
ranged in total leaf area from 57.97 ± 34.77 to 148.24 ± 50.74 cm2. We started cuttings of
terminal stems ~10 cm in length in 50/50 perlite/vermiculite. Rooted cuttings were transferred to
a medium weight soil mix (Fafard 3B, Sungrow Horticulculture, Agawam, Massachusetts, USA).
Cuttings were watered by a drip system every other day and fertilized weekly with 20-10-20
fertilizer diluted to 200 ppm nitrogen. To prevent the plants from becoming root-bound, they
were transferred to increasingly larger volume pots to a final pot size of 7.5-liters at
approximately 40 weeks post rooting. Each pot received 700mL of water by drip every other day
and 200 mL of fertilizer weekly by hand. When plants were in an experimental trial, they were
not fertilized until after that trial was complete.
The experimental trial had two treatments, control and droughted, with four individuals in
each treatment. Individuals assigned to the control group received the 700mL of water every
other day described above. Individuals assigned to the drought treatment received 25% of the
volume of water as the control plant treatment (350mL) on the same schedule as the control
plants. Following daily measurements of leaf physiological traits, the same leaves were harvested
at the end of the seven-day experimental trial to measure petiole mechanical traits, petiole
anatomy, and leaf morphology.
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Environmental variables
Since the physiological data was taken over three separate seven–day periods, we measured
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR), temperature and relative humidity during each trial.
Environmental measurements were logged with a HOBO Microstation data logger (Onset,
Bourne, MA USA) set to log at 10-minute intervals continuously from the start of the first trial to
the completion of the final trial. We measured gravimetric soil moisture daily for the duration of
each trial with a Vegetronix VH-400 soil moisture probe (Vegetronix, Riverton, UT USA)
connected to an Arduino microcontroller programmed to read the voltage of the soil moisture
probe. We created a custom soil moisture curve to convert the measured soil moisture voltages
into GWC by measuring the soil moisture of a pot filled with the same soil mix as the
experimental plants from water-saturated to dry and regressing it against the measured soil mass
at each measurement point.
Leaf Physiology
To track plant water status, we measured predawn leaf water potential ( yleaf) on days 1, 3, 5,
and 7 of each experimental trial with a pressure chamber (PMS Instrument Company Model
1000, Albany, OR, USA). Leaves to be measured for water potential were bagged for a
minimum of 30 minutes to ensure equilibration with the rest plant body prior to excision. We
made daily measurements of stomatal conductance (gs), transpiration rate, and maximum
photosynthetic rate per unit area (Amax) with a LI-COR 6400XT (LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska,
USA) fitted with an LED light source. All gas exchange measurements were taken under
ambient CO2 (400 ppm) and saturating light (1500 mol m-2 s-1) between 1000 and 1200 hours
when the plants were most photosynthetically active.
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Sap Flow Sensor Design
We built external sap flow sensors that utilized the heat ratio method (HRM) according to the
design by Clearwater et al. (2009) and as modified by Roddy and Dawson (2011) and Skelton et
al. (2013). Sensors consisted of a rectangular piece (mold design by A. Roddy) of RTV silicone
(TAP Plastics, San Leandro, California, USA) into which we embedded two thermocouples
placed 0.6mm away from a 40W resistor that served as a heater. The sensors were individually
connected by thermocouple extension wire to a multiplexer and CR3000 datalogger (Campbell
Scientific, Logan Utah, USA). We secured sensors at the petiole midpoint with Parafilm M
(Bemis NA, Neenah, WI USA) and insulated each sensor with several layers of bubble wrap and
aluminum foil.
Heat pulse theory
The HRM relies on thermocouples spaced equidistantly from a central heater element along
the axis of sap flow (Burgess et al. 2001). Sap flow is proportional to the ratio of the increase in
temperature at the thermocouples following a pulse of heat from the heater. The ratio of the
temperature differentials before and after the heat pulse for the downstream (T1) and upstream
(T2) thermocouples is used to calculate the heat pulse velocity, vh:
vh = k/x ln(dT1/dT2), in cm s-1 (Eqn. 1)
where k is the thermal diffusivity (cm s-1) and x is the distance from the heater to either the
upstream or downstream thermocouple (cm). When there is no sap flow, the natural logarithm of
the ratio of temperature differentials is zero. Thermal diffusivity (k), a property of the sensor
materials and the nonconducting tissues of the plant organ in contact with the sensor, is
proportional to the time required to reach maximum temperature after a heat pulse and varies
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little between individuals of the same species (Clearwater et al. 2009; Roddy & Dawson 2011;
Skelton et al. 2013):
k = x2/4 tm, in cm2 s-1 (Eqn. 2)
where tm (s) is the time it takes for the thermocouple to reach maximum temperature after a
heat pulse.
We estimated k from sensors both by recording heat pulses on excised petioles sealed at both
ends with petroleum jelly (imposed zero flow) and at 0500 hours when the VPD was less than
0.3 and we assumed no sap flow. Calculated k-values from excised petioles were not different
from the low VPD calculated values. As such, we calculated k for each species from the
measurement at 0500 hours on the first day of measurements and used that value of k for all
calculations of vh for each species. Calculated values of k were the same for all species as
reported by Roddy et al. (2011;
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Table 1). Sap velocity measurements using the heat ratio method are sensitive to
misalignments of the thermocouples (Burgess et al. 2001). We corrected for misalignments by
subtracting the mean of vh measurements taken at zero flow from values recorded during flow
according to Roddy et al. (2011)
The velocity of the heat pulse (vh) represents only a fraction of the water movement through
the xylem because some heat is lost as the pulse travels through the tissues surrounding the
xylem. To estimate true sap flow velocity (vs), vh is regressed against gravimetrically measured
transpiration or transpiration calculated from gas exchange, and the slope of the relationship
(msap) can be used as a correction factor by which vh is multiplied to determine a true sap
velocity:
vs = vh msap (Eqn. 3)
We calculated the transpiration rate from daily gas exchange measurements and regressed
them against the vh measured closest to the time of gas exchange measurement. Because it often
took five minutes or more for the gas exchange measurements to stabilize, we took the earlier vh
value when a gas exchange measurement was five minutes from the previous and next vh
measurement. Species mean values for msap and k-values are in
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Table 1.
The datalogger was programmed to read the thermocouples in the following sequence: every
10 minutes, it read each thermocouple, then triggered a 30 second heat pulse. The thermocouples
were then read again 60 seconds after the heat pulse. The ratio of the thermocouple temperature
before and after the heat pulse was used to calculate vh as described by Equation 1.
Sap flow velocities change rapidly, especially at midday, but is unclear whether rapid shifts
in measured sap flow velocity are truly shifts in sap flow or are artifacts from solar radiation or
other environmental factors. Previous studies have smoothed sap velocity data with a LOESS
smoother, which fits localized regressions over a sliding window set a priori or by removing data
points that were more than double the adjacent points (Roddy & Dawson 2011; Skelton et al.
2013). We removed clear outliers by hand and fit penalized cubic regression splines to the vsap
values for each individual. We extracted the maximum fitted value as a representative of the
maximum sap velocity during the trial from the models and used those in further analyses. This
approach allowed us to retain the majority of sap velocity data in our models while reducing the
variability between measurements. All models contained 60 knots, which allowed for the best fit
to the data without overfitting the model.
Leaf harvest and trait measurement
We measured lamina traits immediately after leaf harvest, and petiole traits after the imposed
zero-flow sap flow measurement. Laminas and petioles were both scanned on a flatbed scanner
(LIDE 120, Canon, USA) at 2400 dots per inch. We used the scanned images to measure lamina
perimeter and area, and petiole length in the Fiji distribution of ImageJ (Schindelin, ArgandaCarreras, Frise & Kaynig 2012).
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We measured the fresh masses of both petioles and laminas with an analytical balance
(Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany). Laminas were then dried at 80°C for a minimum of seven days
after which we measured the lamina dry mass.
Petiole dimensions, i.e. cross-sectional width and depth, was measured on the fresh petioles
with digital calipers (3145, Traceable, Webster, Texas, USA) at the midpoint. After the
morphological measurements were complete, all petioles were return to sealed plastic bags and
stored on ice or in a 4°C refrigerator.
To calculate stomatal density, we made stomatal peels with clear nail polish from the same
leaves as measured for physiology after leaf harvest. Stomatal peels were taken from between the
midrib and the lamina margin. Stomatal density was calculated as the mean number of stomata
visible under a compound microscope at 250x magnification for three replicates per leaf for the
adaxial and abaxial surfaces of the lamina. The total stomatal density was the sum of the stomatal
densities of the adaxial and abaxial lamina surfaces. To calculate the total number of stomata per
leaf we multiplied the stomatal density by the lamina area.
Three-Point Bending Test
We conducted three-point bending tests, applying a 2 mm deflection with a crosshead speed
of 0.25mm s-1 with hand wheel manipulated test stand (SVH 220, Imada, Northbrook, Illinois,
USA) equipped with a 50N load cell (DS2, Imada, Northbrook, Illinois, USA). The deflection
applied allowed us to remain within the elastic range of the petioles. All species had petioles that
were long enough to avoid shear forces by adjusting the distance between the supports (span) to
retain a span-to-depth ratio of 19 or greater (Lahaye, Civeyrel, Speck & Rowe 2005). Petioles
were bent within 12 hours of harvest.
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Three-point bending tests measure flexural rigidity (EI), the resistance of the petiole to
bending, taking into account the size, stiffness, and geometry of the petiole (Niklas 1992; Niklas
& Spatz 2012). We calculated the flexural rigidity according to the formula:
EI = (L3/48) b (Eqn. 4)
where L is the distance between the supports (mm) and b is the slope of the linear regression
for the linear portion of the force (N)-deflection (mm) curve. We derived the Young's Modulus
(E), the inherent mechanical stiffness of the petiole in bending, by dividing EI by the second
moment of area (I). Here, we were interested in the stiffness of the entire petiole, the bulk
modulus, rather than the individual Young's Moduli for each tissue. The second moment of area
represents the contribution of geometry and size in relation to the neutral plane, the region that
does not change shape when the petiole is bent. Since Pelargonium petioles are elliptical in
cross-section, we calculated I (mm4) using the formula for an ellipse bent along the wide axis:
I = ( p/4) a3 b (Eqn. 5)
Where a (mm) is the radius of the vertical axis of the ellipse and b (mm) is the radius of the
horizontal axis of the ellipse.
Anatomical Measurements
To better inform inferences about mechanical and physiological observations, we made
measurements of petiole internal anatomy from micrographs of individual vascular bundles and
entire petioles. Thin hand sections of entire cross sections (at 25x magnification) and individual
vascular bundles (imaged at 100x magnification) were imaged with a compound microscope and
a CCD camera (Q-imaging 3.3 RTV, Surrey, British Columbia, Canada) immediately after the
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three-point bend test. Some petioles were larger than a single field of view at 25x, so we took
multiple images and stitched them together in ImageJ at subpixel accuracy.
Anatomical measurements were made in the FIJI distribution of ImageJ using a Wacom
Intuos drawing tablet (Intuos Pen and Touch, Wacom, Saitama, Japan). From images of
individual vascular bundles, we measured phloem tissue area, tracheary element area, and
tracheary element lumen area for all tracheary elements in the bundle (Figure 2). We calculated
the tracheary element wall area as the difference between the tracheary element area and the area
of the tracheary element lumens. We created a polygon around all vessels excluding all
parenchyma to measure vessel element area, such that polygons only included vessel walls and
lumens. Vessel lumen areas were measured by creating polygons along the inner wall of all
vessels. While this process can be automated, we opted for a manual approach due to variation in
section thickness that made the lighting across some hand sections heterogenous. Hydraulically
weighted vessel diameters were calculated for the all vessels according to Sperry (1994) as
∑ '(

!" = 2(∑ ' ) ) where r is the vessel radius.
Micrographs of entire petiole cross sections were used to measure cross-sectional area and
fiber cross-sectional area. Petiole cross-sectional area was measured by drawing a polygon
around the entire petiole cross section. Fiber cross sectional area was calculated as the difference
of two polygons: the first was created along the peripheral edge of the fiber ring and the second
along inner edge of the fiber ring. Cross-sectional area of fibers in a given petiole could be
misleading because only the wall fraction of a fiber provides mechanical support. We accounted
for this by measuring the wall areas and lumen areas of 100 fibers per species at 100x
magnification and calculating the mean percentage of fiber wall and lumen areas for each
species. Total fiber wall area was divided by the total petiole cross-sectional area to generate the
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fiber wall fraction which was used to predict the expected relative contribution of fiber walls to
the flexural stiffness of the petiole. That is, the larger the fiber wall fraction, the stiffer the petiole
was expected to be. Means of each anatomical measurement were calculated per individual (8
individuals for all species except P. acraeum, for which there were 5 individuals) because the
anatomy of the leaves being measured was not expected to change as a result of the low water
treatment.
Structural Equation Models
To consider physiological and mechanical variables as a whole, we built a piecewise
structural equation model from linear regressions that included mechanical and physiological
response variables from anatomical and leaf trait predictors with the piecewiseSEM package in R
(Lefcheck 2016). Models constructed in a piecewise fashion link individual linear models
statistically, allowing for smaller sample sizes than traditional structural equation models because
piecewise models use the variance-covariance matrix for each regression model rather than a
single variance-covariance matrix for the entire model (Lefcheck 2016). This means that sample
sizes must large enough to fulfill the requirements of an individual linear model rather than a
variance-covariant matrix of all the data. We used Shipley’s d-separation statistic to determine
significant, unidentified paths at the 0.05 level (Shipley 2016).The overall model was evaluated
using Fisher’s exact C test, which compares the distribution of the model with a chi-squared
distribution with 2k degrees of freedom, where k is the number of pairs in the basis set (Shipley
2016; Lefcheck 2016). Model fit is acceptable if the distribution is not different from a normal
distribution, i.e. p > 0.05. Insignificant paths were dropped from the model and unidentified
paths were only added to the model if they improved the model fit as indicated by a reduction in
the corrected AIC (AICc) score of two points or more (Burnham & Anderson 2013) and a
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maintenance of Fisher’s C above the p = 0.05 threshold. We assessed model fit after insignificant
paths were dropped and each time an unidentified path was added to the model. We finalized the
model by evaluating possible pairs of variables for correlated errors, where the error terms
covary, and only added those terms into the model if they improved the AICc score as described
above.
Statistics
We performed all statistical analyses in R version 3.4.3 (R Core Team 2017). To analyze
linear relationships scaling regarding the scaling of tissues or leaf traits, we used standardized
major axis (model II; SMA) regressions with the SMATR package because SMA regressions
assume a symmetrical relationship between explanatory and response variables. For linear
relationships where there was a clear dependent relationship between the variables, we used
model I regressions with the lme4 package.
RESULTS
General Anatomical and Morphological Results
Anatomy and morphology
Petiole cross-sectional areas varied between 5.5 and 8.7 mm2 (Table 2). Fiber cross-sectional
areas varied between 0.35 and 0.64 mm2 (5.2-9.1% of total cross-sectional area; Table 2).
Petioles with larger cross-sectional areas did not have increased fiber cross-sectional areas (SMA
regression; p = 0.67, r2 = 0.05) when analyzed as species means, but the relationship was
significant when analyzed across individuals (Figure3; a =1.25, p = 3.4 x 10-7, r2 = 0.46). Given
that previously we observed a positive relationship among means of these traits in a larger
number of species (Ray and Jones 2018), we attribute the lack of a relationship among species
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means to less data in the species dataset (6 species vs. 44 individuals). As a result, we indicate
where we conducted analyses using species means versus individuals and note differences
between the two analyses.
We previously reported the occurrence of bundle caps in some Pelargonium species (Ray and
Jones 2018), but all species in the present study contained a ring of fibers. All species contained
a central vascular bundle located at the center of the petiole cross-section, with the exception of
one P. acraeum individual that contained bundle caps rather than a fiber ring.
Petiole mechanical traits
Flexural stiffness (EI) differed among species (Figure 4; nested ANOVA, F=9.73, p<0.001),
but did not differ between well-watered and low water treatments for each species when tested
with Tukey’s Honestly Significant Differences (HSD; Figure 4) so we used all individuals when
calculating species means for EI in subsequent analyses. Mean values for EI ranged from 359.6
MPa (P. zonale) to 1897.1 MPa (P. vitifolium).
Young’s modulus and the second moment of area showed evidence of the E-I tradeoff (Figure
5), previously described by Olson et al. (2018). The E-I tradeoff is partially a result of the
mathematical calculation of E which is calculated as the quotient of the measured values for EI
and I. Thus, for a given value of EI, a large value for I would result in a small value for E and
vice versa. The observed relationship for our data when species was included as a random effect
(linear mixed effects model with species as a random effect) was strong (marginal R2 = 0.08,
conditional R2 = 0.63) for individuals as well as for species means (marginal R2 = 0.03,
conditional R2 = 0.98). Similar to flexural stiffness, Young’s modulus (E) did not differ by
treatment (Figure 6; Tukey’s HSD) but did differ between species (F = 13.94, p < 0.001).
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Growth Environment
There was no difference in maximum VPD (ANOVA, F=2.30, p=0.125) or maximum PAR
(ANOVA, F = 0.88, p = 0.43) among experimental trials, however, the overall maximum
temperature was significantly different between trials (F = 11.5, p = 0.004). Specifically, during
the third experimental trial (P. cucullatum and P. acraeum), the maximum temperature was
significantly warmer than the previous two trials. Our watering regime maintained mean soil
moisture for control plants between 38% (minimum value for any species in the control group)
and 92% gravimetric water content (GWC; maximum value for any species), for the duration of
each 7-day experimental run (See Appendix 3, Figure A3.1). Low water regime plants
experienced drier soil at the end of the trial than at the beginning, with the minimum soil
moisture between 32% and 40% GWC, (starting values were 72-91% GWC; supplementary
information, Figure A3.1). There was no statistically significant difference between control and
drought treatment GWC on the final day of the trial period, indicating that the drought treatment
was either not severe enough or not long enough to cause significant drought.
Physiological Traits
Predawn leaf water potentials (yleaf) were between -0.25 and -0.48 MPa for the duration of each
experimental period (supplementary information, Figure A3.2). Droughted species generally declined in
yleaf during the trial period, but species varied in their responses to the reduced watering regime
(supplementary information, Figure A3.2). Similarly, stomatal conductance varied by species and day. For
species that were drier than the well-watered group at the end of the trial period, stomatal conductance
declined proportionately more (supplementary information, Figure A3.3).
Sap velocities for both the well-watered and low water treatments differed among species but all
species showed the same general pattern. Sap flow velocity was at or near zero at night and increased
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throughout the morning, reaching maximum sap velocities between 1200 and 1400 (Figure 7). Based on
the maximum values obtained from penalized splines, P. acraeum achieved the fastest maximum sap flow
velocity (60.34 cm/hr), while P. cucullatum had the slowest (5.83 cm/hr). The remaining four species had
maximum sap velocities between 9.2 and 24.4 cm/hr (Table 4). These values are within the range of
reported vs values for woody stems of other South African shrubs using the same Clearwater-type sensor
design (Skelton et al. 2013).
We observed variability in sap velocities similar to that others have reported (Clearwater et al. 2009;
Roddy & Dawson 2011; Skelton et al. 2013). The majority of variability in sap flow velocity
measurements occurred during the middle of the day when sap velocities were at or near their peak and
solar radiation was also at its peak (supplementary information, Figure A3.4). Two sources could account
for the midday variation in sap flow velocity: solar radiation during the middle of the day could result in
erroneous thermocouple temperatures, or the sensors captured actual rapid shifts in sap velocity that occur
during periods of high flow through the petiole. Others have also reported such rapid shifts in sap velocity
(Roddy & Dawson 2011), and we suggest this is an area that is in need of further investigation.
Hypothesis 1: Petioles with more fiber wall area should be stiffer
Fibers occupied 5-9% of the total cross-sectional area (Table 1). Because total fiber area reflects both
fiber lumen and wall area, species with more fiber cross-sectional area could have less fiber cell wall area
with larger lumen areas, confounding our hypothesis that more fiber cross-sectional area resulted in stiffer
petioles, so we analyzed differences in fiber cell wall fraction among species using an ANOVA and
Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference Test. The scaling relationship between the total cross-sectional
area occupied by fibers and that occupied by fiber cell walls was analyzed with SMA regression. We
found a significant difference between species in the fraction of fiber cross-sectional area occupied by cell
wall (p < 2 x10-16, F = 2.6 x 1030), but the relationship between the fraction of fiber cell wall area and the
total fiber area was isometric (a = 0.66-1.87, p=0.008, r2 = 0.85), so as fibers occupy more petiole crosssectional area, the cross-sectional area occupied by fiber cell walls increases proportionately. We
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interpreted these results as evidence that the variation in fiber cell wall area between species was
primarily a function of differences in fiber tissue cross-sectional area.
At the level of individuals, the relationship between the fraction of fiber cell wall area and Young’s
modulus was weakly positive (Figure 8; p = 0.023, r2 = 0.1), providing limited support for our hypothesis
that fiber cell wall area functions partially in support. At the level of species means, this relationship did
not hold (E; p = 0.3, r2 = 0.78). The responses in E to differences in fiber cell wall area fraction among
individuals within species were variable. While some species demonstrated a positive relationship
between E and fiber cell wall area fraction, others showed no difference (Figure 8). The differences in the
range of responses within species in fiber cell wall area likely obscured any relationship at the species
level. There was no difference in Young’s modulus (F = 0.555, p = 0.461) or fiber cell wall area fraction
(F = 0.022, p = 0.88) between treatments.
Hypothesis 2: Species with larger vessel diameters should have higher values of physiological rates.
To determine if higher rates of gsmax and Amax, and maximum sap flow velocity, vsmax, (i.e. peak
penalized spline fit values) are correlated with larger xylem conduits, we determined maximum values of
each measure of physiological function and regressed each against hydraulically weighted vessel diameter
(dh). Hydraulically weighted vessel diameters differed among species (ANOVA, F = 7.161, p = 8.3 x 10-5,
Table 1).
Maximum sap flow velocities for the 6 species were highly variable, ranging from 5 – 54 cm hr-1
(Table 3) and were dependent on environmental conditions. We found a strong relationship between sap
flow velocity and two environmental variables: VPD (F = 1934, R2 = 0.24, p < 0.01), and PAR (F = 1382,
R2 = 0.18, p < 0.01). Note that VPD (mean values) between experimental trials was not significantly
different (F = .006, p = 0.94), nor was PAR different between trials (F = 0.058, p = 0.81).
Linking sap flow velocity to xylem anatomy is complex because sap flow velocity is heavily
influenced by VPD and plant water status, and mediated by density and behavior of guard cells.
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Considering only sap flow velocity without concurrent water potentials did not reveal a direct relationship
between vsmax and dh (p = 0.8, r2 = -0.24), or sap flow velocity and total vessel lumen area (p = 0.57, r2 = 0.14) for species means or at the level of individuals (p = 0.82, r2 = -0.04). For example, P. cucullatum
had the smallest hydraulically weighted vessel diameter (Table 1) and also had the lowest vsmax, whereas P.
acraeum had nearly double the vsmax compared to the other species but did not have the largest dh (Table 1;
Table 3).
Stomatal conductance (gsmax) was predicted by dh for individuals (p = 0.01, r2 = 0.26), but not for
species means (p = 0.1, r2 = 0.41). Similarly, Amax was dependent on dh at the level of individuals (p =
0.02, r2 = 0.21), but not for species means (p = 0.2, r2 = 0.21). There was no relationship between Amax and
the total xylem lumen area for individuals (p = 0.16, r2 = 0.05) or species means (p = 0.65, r2 = -0.18).
In summary, xylem anatomy was different between species but was not related to maximum sap flow
velocities. Xylem anatomy was related to gsmax, however, suggesting that while we did not directly
observe a relationship between dh and sap flow velocity, xylem anatomy indirectly influences sap flow
velocity through other traits such as stomatal conductance.
The Relationship between Physiology and Mechanics
To examine the relationship between mechanical and physiological traits, we first built linear
models that predicted mechanical traits (E and I) or physiological traits (gsmax, vsmax, Amax) from the
measured anatomical variables. Species was included as a random effect in our linear models when the
random structure improved the model AICc. Models with a random structure are denoted in Table 4.
We then constructed a piecewise structural equation model from the linear models predicting each
mechanical and physiological trait. Our final model is shown in Figure 9. Young’s modulus (E) was
predicted by the percentage of fiber wall area, the second moment of petiole cross sectional area (I; Table
4) and lamina fresh mass, meaning that petiole bulk stiffness is predicted by the diameter of the petiole
(I), the weight of the lamina, and the fraction of wall area of the primary supportive tissue (fiber wall
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fraction). Our final model to predict E generally supported our hypotheses that increases in the relative
amount of fiber cell wall area should result in a stiffer petiole (Figure 9). The second moment of area (I)
was predicted by petiole cross-sectional area and lamina area (Table 4). Lamina sizes vary by species, so
we also tested the bivariate relationship between lamina area and I independently, and it remained
significant even when species was included in the regression model as a random effect.
Physiological response variables within the model were predicted by traits generally associated
with hydraulics, or by lamina area. Photosynthetic rate (Amax) expressed on an area basis was predicted
best by vsmax and gs, lamina area and LMA. (Table 4). Within the model predicting Amax, the relationship
between photosynthetic rate and lamina area was negative, a relationship we have previously observed in
Pelargonium (Mocko et al. in prep), whereas that between LMA and Amax (Area basis) was positive.
Stomatal conductance was predicted by dh but contrary to our prediction, the overall relationship
between hydraulically weighted vessel diameter and stomatal conductance was negative (narrower dh
correlated with higher maximum measured values for gs). The bivariate relationship between dh and gs
revealed that within-species relationships varied, but the negative overall relationship was a result of
species with a larger dh having an overall lower gsmax (supplemental information, Figure A3.5).
Sap flow velocity was dependent on lamina area (Table 4), we suspect because the total number of
stomata (stomatal density x lamina area) increased as lamina area increased (F= 52.34, r2=0.56 p < 0.001;
supplemental information, Figure A3.6) increasing transpirational pull by the lamina and thus sap velocity
within the petiole xylem.

DISCUSSION

We find no support for a tradeoff between mechanical and physiological function. Instead, both
are related to lamina area. Larger lamina areas correlate with changes to petiole size and geometry and
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thus increases in I, which for the elliptical petioles of Pelargonium, likely limits the direction in which the
petiole can bend and twist (Niklas 1992) and increases the resistance to bending without the need for
additional structural support from the internal anatomy (i.e., increasing Young’s Modulus). Species with
larger laminas also had faster sap flow velocities but lower photosynthetic rates. Other than the link
through lamina area, physiological and mechanical systems appear to function independently; petiole
stiffness (Young’s modulus) is increases with the mass of the lamina, while physiological traits are
dependent on traits that influence water transport and loss. To our knowledge, this is the first study
examining petiole mechanical traits and leaf physiological traits in the context of detailed anatomical
measurements at the individual leaf level.

Biomechanical traits
Detection of an E vs I tradeoff indicates that increases in resistance to bending (EI) can be
achieved by either increases to inherent bulk stiffness as indicated by Young’s Modulus (E) or by
increases in the second moment of area (I), which reflects changes in the size and shape of the crosssectional area of the beam (or in this case, petiole), but not both. In Pelargonium petioles, increases in
bulk stiffness are related to the mass of the lamina and occur through biomass allocation to fibers, i.e.
tissue density determines petiole stiffness, which appears to be responding plastically to the fresh mass of
the lamina. Whether petiole fibers occur as a ring or as individual bundles is plastic and is related to the
length of the petiole, i.e. regardless of species, longer petioles (more than 35 cm in length) have fibers in
rings, whereas shorter Pelargonium petioles can have fibers in rings or in discrete bundles (Ray & Jones
2018). In this study, all but one individual exhibited fibers in rings. Young’s modulus of a composite
structure like the petiole is the sum of the Young’s modulus of each material component multiplied by its
volumetric fraction, so a fiber ring would increase the volumetric fraction of fibers within the petiole and
should confer more stiffness assuming there is no shape change (Christensen 1979).
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The fiber ring, while providing some structural support, may also serve as an anti-herbivory
defense (George, Ammar, Hall & Lapointe 2017), especially because bundle caps are retained in smaller
petioles covering the phloem (Ray & Jones 2018). Fibers are a costly carbon investment, and in petioles
of other species, less carbon-intensive, more flexible tissue types like collenchyma are used for
mechanical support (Esau 1965; Niklas 1992; Ennos, Spatz & Speck 2000), so the dual purpose of
defense and support might make the of the investment in a ring of fibers rather than bundle caps
worthwhile.
The contribution of the second moment of area to overall resistance to bending reflects the crosssectional area of petiole, and this area is strongly related to the area of the lamina, but not its mass.
Increases in petiole diameter can maintain the same overall flexural stiffness while reducing the need for
carbon investment in fiber cell walls (Olson, Rosell, Muñoz & Castorena 2018). In addition to area, I
includes changes in geometry. Rounder petioles can bend and twist equilaterally, while elliptical petioles
tend to bend perpendicular to the wider axis of the cross section (Vogel 1992; Niklas 1992). Increases in I
with lamina size could cause geometric changes that alleviate the stress of movement for larger laminas
that experience more drag in the wind. While mechanical effects of petiole shape change are well
documented (Vogel 1992; Niklas 1992; Niklas & Spatz 2012), change in petiole shape for individual
species along the axis of individual petioles has not been widely studied. Leaves in different positions of a
single canopy differ in their movement in the wind, so petiole shape is also likely to be influenced by
branch architecture and growth form.
We propose that as leaf area increases, increases in I play a larger role in resistance to bending
than increases in inherent tissue stiffness. That is, given that the EI-tradeoff holds, larger laminas have a
larger second moment of area but lower Young’s modulus and thus proportionately less fiber wall area.
Petiole shape is important in petiole resistance to bending in other species, such as Musa where the Cshape of the petiole confers stiffness in bending (Ennos et al. 2000). Large leaves are subject to more drag
in the wind unless laminas are able to reorient and reorganize into a cone or similar structure (Vogel
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2009). Petiole shape in the context of mechanical support also helps confer stiffness to allow the leaf to
reorient in the wind, while preventing bending or twisting that would otherwise cause damage to the leaf
(Vogel 1992, 2009; Niklas 1992). Niinements, et al. (2007) found that increases in lamina size resulted in
major shifts in the scaling relationships among petiole, lamina, and midrib (Niinemets et al. 2007) such
that larger laminas were associated with proportionately more of the total leaf biomass invested in the
petiole (Niinemets et al. 2007). If this observation holds for Pelargonium, it suggests that the additional
biomass did not result in proportionately more structural tissue within the petiole cross-section.
Physiological traits.
Sap flow velocity and dh were expected to have a positive relationship because flow through
conduits is proportional to the fourth-power of the conduit diameter: given a similar driving force at the
leaves, such as in a common environment like a greenhouse, wider vessels should allow faster sap
velocities. According to Darcy’s law, transpiration, which is correlated with sap flow velocity (Pereira,
Green & Nova 2007), is equal to the product of the difference between the stem and leaf hydraulic
conductance and the difference between the stem and leaf water potentials (Sperry 2000). Increased
transpirational pull (via the sum of inverse resistances of each stomate) could result in faster sap flow
velocities, with the upper limit set by vessel diameter. However, we did not find a direct relationship
between conduit diameter (dh) and sap flow velocity, possibly due variation in other sources of hydraulic
resistance among plants, variation in plant water status, or environmental conditions that did not
maximize transpiration.
Nevertheless, we did find that sap flow velocity was predicted by lamina area, most likely due to
the strong relationship between the total number of stomata and its expected relationship to total stomatal
pore area (stomatal size was not measured in this study). More stomatal pore area results in greater water
loss from the lamina (assuming stomata are open, environmental conditions are the same, and hydraulic
resistance within leaves is the same, suggesting that as expected, transpirational pull per total leaf surface
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influenced sap flow velocity, but it never reached the limit imposed by dh in our cool greenhouse
conditions which could theoretically eliminate constraints on transpiration (Sperry 2000).
Wider xylem conduits should result in higher stomatal conductance unless there is high resistance
in the veins within the lamina, or high resistance to water movement out of the mesophyll. We found that
petiole hydraulic conductance, dh, did predict maximum stomatal conductance, but surprisingly the
relationship was negative. Thus although wider vessels move water more efficiently, the major limitation
to stomatal conductance in leaves was resistance in the lamina veins (Brodribb, Feild & Jordan 2007;
Brodribb, McAdam & Cairns Murphy 2016; Noblin et al. 2008; Boyce, Brodribb, Feild & Zwieniecki
2009), measurements did not make.
Stomatal conduction predicted Amax, as expected (Farquhar & Wong 1984; Buckley, Mott &
Farquhar 2003; Hölttä, Lintunen, Chan, Mäkelä & Nikinmaa 2017). We also found that lamina area
predicted Amax , but the relationship was negative. In Pelargonium, smaller laminas typically have a higher
LMA (Mocko et al., in prep) which is also reflected in our model. LMA increases either through an
increase in structural tissue (thicker cell walls), or by increasing photosynthetic machinery per unit area
(increasing the number of chloroplasts or mesophyll layers; John et al. 2017; Onoda et al. 2017). Our
result of a positive relationship between Amax (Area basis) and LMA suggests that LMA in Pelargonium is
driven by increasing photosynthetic machinery per unit area in smaller leaves rather than more structural
tissue.
Lamina area links mechanical and physiological traits
Previous mechanical studies of petioles have often focused on lamina fresh mass rather than lamina size
(Niklas 1992, 1999) because the petiole as a cantilever must support the mass of the lamina. In the field,
however, other factors directly related to leaf size such as plant architecture and wind speed should have
strong selective influences on petiole function. In contrast, physiological studies measure function per
unit leaf area but rarely scale up to entire leaf surfaces. Since petioles supply the entire lamina area
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hydraulically, size of the lamina matters. Larger laminas can lose more water, all else being equal, and
differential responsiveness to auxin between the lamina and petiole (de Wit et al. 2015) suggest that there
is signaling between the lamina and petiole to ensure synchronicity during development between their
respective vascular systems. We found that lamina area is the only variable that links mechanical traits of
the petiole to physiological traits of the petiole and lamina. Coomes, et al. (year) have proposed that
lamina area is an “organizing trait” for leaf hydraulics because lamina area scales with branch diameter,
and also with petiole vessel diameter (Coomes, Heathcote, Godfrey, Shepherd & Sack 2008). We did not
find evidence that either anatomical or physiological hydraulic properties within the petiole trade off
against support of the lamina, suggesting that increases in size in lamina do not require substantial
increases in carbon investment in the petiole, only that the petiole is larger in cross sectional area with
potential changes in cross sectional geometry.

Conclusions
We show that there is no evidence for a direct tradeoff between hydraulic efficiency and
mechanical support in petioles of Pelargonium, suggesting the possibility for independent evolution in
both traits, constrained only by their separate relationships to lamina size. Lamina area is an organizing
trait for both petiole mechanical traits (through second moment of area) and leaf physiological traits
(through petiole sap flow velocity and, in Pelargoniums at least, the inverse relationship between lamina
area and maximum photosynthetic rate). That lamina area appears to be directing both mechanics and
physiology underscores the importance of considering lamina area as a key trait when studying leaf
functional traits. Whether a tradeoff between hydraulic efficiency and mechanical support occurs in
petioles of other species with varying growth forms and habitat should be further investigated to fully
understand any constraints imposed by petiole structure on the leaf blade and whole plant physiology.
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Table 1.Values of msap and thermal diffusivity (k values for each Pelargonium species. We
calculated msap as the slope of the relationship between sensor measured sap flow and sap flow
calculated from gas exchange. Thermal diffusivity is a property of the sensor materials as well as
the tissue that the heat pulse is conducted through. All calculated k-values were the same for all
species regardless of treatment. Number of plants measured?
Species

k

msap

P. acraeum

1.45x10-3

11.1

P. citronellum

1.45x10-3

6.51

P. cucullatum

1.45x10-3

6.50

P. graveolens

1.45x10-3

5.65

P. vitifolium

1.45x10-3

4.43

P. zonale

1.45x10-3

8.48
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Crosssectional Area
(mm2)

6.65 ± 1.73

5.87 ± 0.99

8.7 ± 2.02

5.49 ± 1.8

7.06 ± 1.8

6.26 ± 2.0

Pelargonium
Species

P. acraeum

P. citronellum

P.cucullatum

P. graveolens

P. vitifolium

P. zonale

0.068 ± 0.026

0.076 ± 0.023

0.076 ± 0.031

0.048 ± 0.017

0.088 ± 0.028

0.074 ± 0.014

Xylem
Lumen Area
(mm2)

0.050 ± 0.018

0.061 ± 0.024

0.069 ± 0.025

0.046 ± 0.014

0.088 ± 0.027

0.071 ± 0.025

Xylem Cell
Wall Area
(mm2)

28.3 ± 3.19

38.4 ± 9.16

35.1 ± 3.97

25.5 ± 2.09

34.7 ± 4.71

28.5 ± 2.80

Hydraulically
Weighted
Vessel
Diameter (µm)

0.042 ± 0.024

0.057 ± 0.018

0.059 ± 0.022

0.025 ± 0.017

0.075 ± 0.019

0.046 ± 0.032

CB Xylem
Area (mm2)

0.076 ± 0.02

0.079 ± 0.029

0.086 ± 0.036

0.07 ± 0.018

0.1 ± 0.039

0.099 ± 0.012

PB Xylem
Area (mm2)

Table 2. Mean petiole cross sectional areas ± standard deviations of petiole tissues and cell wall areas. CB = central bundle xylem ,
PB= peripheral bundle xylem.
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PB Wall Area
(mm2)

0.045 ± 0.0035

0.048 ± 0.019

0.035 ± 0.0088

0.041 ± 0.016

0.037 ± 0.02

0.032 ± 0.008

Pelargonium
Species

P. acraeum

P. citronellum

P. cucullatum

P. graveolens

P. vitifolium

P. zonale

0.018 ± 0.012

0.024 ± 0.0081

0.028 ± 0.011

0.012 ± 0.0088

0.040 ± 0.012

0.026 ± 0.025

CB Wall Area
(mm2)

0.48 ± 0.32

0.64 ± 0.17

0.46 ± 0.13

0.49 ± 0.26

0.46 ± 0.076

0.35 ± 0.094

Fiber Area
(mm2)

0.31 ± 0.20

0.42 ± 0.11

0.30 ± 0.081

0.38 ± 0.20

0.33 ± 0.054

0.21 ± 0.056

Fiber Wall Area
(mm2)

0.12 ± 0.044

0.14 ± 0.04

0.15 ± 0.055

0.094 ± 0.03

0.18 ± 0.053

0.15 ± 0.034

Total Xylem
Area (mm2)

Table 3 (cont’d). Mean petiole cross sectional areas ± standard deviations of petiole tissues and cell wall areas.
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P. zonale

P. vitifolium

P. graveolens

P. cucullatum

P. citronellum

P. acraeum

Pelargonium
species

0.26 ± 0.045
0.27 ± 0.049
0.22 ± 0.036
0.27 ± 0.038

7.90 ± 1.64

5.11 ± 1.91

7.94 ± 1.89

10.12 ± 4.27
0.26 ± 0.054

0.25 ± 0.034

6.14 ± 0.38

8.63 ± 1.70

Petiole Width
(mm)

Petiole Length
(cm)

0.29 ± 0.051

0.32 ± 0.059

0.26 ± 0.043

0.38 ± 0.075

0.28 ± 0.046

0.30 ± 0.042

Petiole Depth
(mm)

0.76 ± 0.35

0.85 ± 0.42

0.50 ± 0.19

0.52 ± 0.21

0.61 ± 0.27

0.48 ± 0.16

Petiole Fresh Mass (g)

Table 4. Petiole and lamina trait species means ± standard deviations. LMA = Lamina dry mass by fresh area.
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2.15 ± 0.75
2.61 ± 0.70

59.14 ± 18.01
96.80 ± 27.51

P. graveolens

P. vitifolium
2.37 ± 1.13

2.29 ± 0.88

61.77 ± 18.51

P. cucullatum

57.97 ± 34.77

2.49 ± 1.27

72.97 ± 34.07

P. citronellum

P. zonale

4.37 ± 1.47

Lamina Fresh
Mass (g)

148.24 ± 50.7

Lamina Area (cm2)

P. acraeum

Pelargonium
species

0.82 ± 0.44

0.70 ± 0.21

0.53 ± 0.16

0.39 ± 0.11

0.72 ± 0.36

0.89 ± 0.28

Lamina Dry
Mass (g)

0.0206 ± 0.0205

0.0073 ± 0.0011

0.009 ± 0.0007

0.0064 ± 0.0009

0.0098 ± 0.0007

0.006 ± 0.0011

(g/cm2)

LMA

Table 5 (cont’d). Petiole and lamina trait species means ± standard deviations. LMA = Lamina dry mass by fresh area.
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Amax
(µmol m-2 s-1)
12.5 ± 3.68
9.72 ± 1.63
10.5± 4.01
13.5 ± 2.72
6.02 ± 1.78
13.0 ± 2.86

gs Max
(mmol m-2 s-1)
0.30 ± 0.065
0.13 ± 0.035
0.29 ± 0.11
0.26 ± 0.13
0.19 ± 0.11
0.25 ± 0.041

P. acraeum

P. citronellum

P. cucullatum

P. graveolens

P. vitifolium

P. zonale

Species

15.4 ± 14.3

14.4 ± 4.55

24.4 ± 5.68

5.82 ± 5.25

9.20 ± 0.98

59.3 ± 20.0

(cm hr-1)

vsmax

Table 6. Maximum physiological trait means for species ± standard deviation in the control treatment. Means are for 4 replicates per
species except for P. acraeum, which had two replicates.
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lamina area
petiole cross-sectional area

Vsmax

Amax

Max gs

hydraulically weighted vessel diameter *

petiole cross-sectional area, lamina fresh mass

Second Moment of Area (I)

Physiological Traits

fiber area fraction, lamina fresh mass, I

Predictors

Young’s Modulus (E)

Mechanical Traits

Response Variable

-30.7

-24.0

-32.0

-36.06

-8.8

D AICc

Table 7. Linear models used to build the initial a priori piecewise structural equation model. Species was included as a random effect
when it improved the overall model fit defined as lowering the AICc by 2 or more as compared to the same model without species as a
random effect. LMA = lamina dry mass by fresh area. Asterix denotes that species was included as a random effect in the model. Delta
AICc values are as compared to the original complete a priori linear model that included all traits, from which insignificant terms
were removed to obtain final models.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Examples of lamina shapes for the Pelargonium species in this study. Species from left
to right: P. acraeum, P. vitifolium, P. citronellum, P. graveolens, P. cucullatum, P. zonale. All
leaves are at the same scale to illustrate differences in size; scale bar is 1 cm.
Figure 2. Photomicrograph of a single peripheral bundle of P. vitifolium with polygons demonstrating the
measurements for vessel wall area (red), vessel lumen area (yellow), fiber wall area (purple), and fiber
lumen area (green). The periphery of the petiole is to the top of the image and the center of the petiole is
toward the bottom. Scale bar is 10 µm.

Figure 3. Cross-sectional area and fiber area showed no relationship when analyzed with species means
(A; p = 0.67, r2 = 0.05), but showed a strong relationship when analyzed using individuals (B; p = 3.4 x
10-7, r2 = 0.46).

Error! Reference source not found. Flexural stiffness (EI), was different between species (ANOVA,
F=9.73, p<0.001), but was not different between treatments for each species. Letters above boxplots are
for Tukey’s HSD groupings between species.

Figure 5. Young’s modulus (E) and the second moment of area (I) traded off at the level of individuals (p
= 0.023, r2 = 0.1). Symbols are different species, each point is an individual.
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Figure 6. Boxplots of Young’s modulus for species and treatment. Species means for E were significantly
different between species (F = 13.94, p < 0.001), but not between species within treatments.

Figure 7. Sample plot demonstrating diurnal sap flow velocity changes for P. citronellum. Sap flow
velocity increased in the morning hours, and generally peaked near midday (between 1200 and 1400
hours) before declining to near-zero flow overnight. Dotted lines separate days at midnight, day label
ticks are placed at 1200 hours, and shading is 95% confidence intervals around the penalized splines
(traces) fit to the original data.

Figure 8. Fiber cell fraction predicted Young’s modulus, the inherent bulk stiffness of the petiole (p =
0.023, r2 = 0.1). Points in black are for individuals, points in grey are species means, and shaded region is
the 95% confidence interval for individuals. Individual species are denoted as different shapes to
demonstrate the different responses species exhibited versus the overall trend.

Figure 9. Path diagram of the final piecewise structural equation model. Mechanical (blue-filled boxes)
and physiological (orange-filled boxes) traits are only linked by lamina area, which serves as the link
between the two petiole functions. Standardized SEM coefficients and their p-values (in parentheses) are
in boxes over the corresponding path. Black paths indicate positive relationships, while red paths indicate
negative relationships, and all arrowheads indicate the direction of the relationship (i.e. point to the
response variable).
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APPENDIX 1 – Chapter 2 Supplemental Materials
Table A1.1 – SMA models analyzed.
SMA Model (y ~ x)

R-squared

p-value

petiole length ~ internode diameter

0.04

0.56

average vessel diameter ~ internode diameter

0.001

0.93

leaf dry mass ~ internode diameter

0.018

0.7

fiber cross sectional area ~ internode diameter

0.017

0.7

xylem cross-sectional area ~ internode diameter

0.018

0.7

phloem cross-sectional area ~ internode diameter

0.017

0.7

leaf area ~ internode diameter

0.01

0.76

xylem hydraulic diameter ~ internode diameter

0.004

0.86

petiole length ~ lamina dry mass

0.26

0.09

petiole length ~ petiole cross-sectional area

0.067

0.41

lamina dry mass ~ petiole cross=sectional area

0.24

0.1

LMA ~ petiole cross-sectional area

0.21

0.13

total vessel cross-sectional area ~ lamina area

0.07

0.41

total vessel cross-sectional area ~ petiole length

0.22

0.12

fiber cross-sectional area ~ lamina area

0.3

0.067

petiole cross-sectional area ~ central bundle vessel count

0

0.98

petiole cross-sectional area ~ abaxial bundle vessel count

0

0.98

petiole cross-sectional area ~ lateral bundle vessel count

0.025

0.63

petiole cross-sectional area ~ average vessel diameter

0.21

0.14

fiber cross-sectional area ~ abaxial bundle vessel cross-sectional
area

0.3

0.07

lamina area ~ petiole length

0.2

0.14
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Appendix 3 – Chapter 4 Supplemental Materials

Figure A3.1. Gravimetric Water Content (GWC) for each day of all three experimental runs.
Solid lines and open circles are means for the control individuals and dashed lines with open
triangles represent species means for the low water treatment. Each column of plots contains the
two species included in the same trial period. Error bars represent one standard deviation from
the mean.
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Figure A3.2. Leaf water potentials for each species during each 7-day experimental period.
Symbols are as described in Figure A3.1.
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Figure A3.3. Stomatal conductance values for each day of the three 7-day experimental periods.
Symbolism is as described in Figure A3.1.
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Figure A3.4. Sap flow data for all six species. Points are means for each group and the line is the
penalized spline that was fit to the data whose values were extracted and used to obtain the
maximum sap flow velocity.
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Figure A3.5. Stomatal conductance as a function of hydraulically weighted vessel diameter.
While the overall relationship was negative, individual species generally have higher stomatal
conductance rates as dh increases.
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Figure A3.6. Lamina area and total number of stomata (leaf draw) were strongly related. See
main text for regression statistics.
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